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by Diane Barr
Arbiter Staff
Boise State University President
John Ksiser stated that he antici-
pated no changes in the tenure
system until at least the beginning
of the next academic year. Keiser
went on to reiterate his position
on the entire faculty tenure issue.
Keiser said he felt that early
tenure was supposed to be rare at
educational institutions as the
probation period is indeed' an
important part of the entire tenure
process. He went on to state that
he felt that his policy of non-ac-
ceptance of early tenure applica-
tions was an effort to set higher
standards than those that have
been present at BSU in the past.
Last year, for example, Keiser
received more applications for
early tenure from the Uliversity's
dean then he received applications
for faculty who had gone through
the t;lntire tenure probation pro-
cess.
N E T··•··.-
Keiser stated that the problem
stems from "all abregation of
responsibility at' the department
and school levels". Keiser said
that he would not make the hard
decisions necessary to cut down
on the number of early-tenure
applications. Indeed, he feels that
it is up to the department chair-
people and the deans to do that.
k, for those faculty members
that qualify" for tenure by the
regular method but cannot receive
such status in their departments
because of the lack of an open
tenure faculty position, Keiser
stated that the University and the
State of. Idaho have agreed' to
allow the faculty member in
question to stay on in a proba-
tionary status until a tenured
position becomes available.
Keiser went on to state that he
felt that the faculty should provide
some type of system that would
indicate how a decision would be
reached when two or more faculty
members were eligible for. the
same tenure slot.
5
The Committee on the proposed
School of Public Affairs met for
the second time on October 17
and voted to expand Its member-
ship to include an additional
faculty member and student from
each of the five departments
originally appointed to the com-
mittee by BSU President John
Keiser.
Thenewl.Uting members y.,till be
selected during the Interim period
prior to the next committee
meeting which. is scheduled for
the 31st of OCtober.
/>ccording to Ksiser, the School
(If Public Affairs originated after a
consideration of a variety of
proposals to reorganize the
School .ot Arts and Sciences.
Keiser stated that he was indeed
interested in more than just
reorganization. He wants the
proposed School to utilized all the
public facitilities and agencies
available in a state capital. The.
creation of the school Is also an
attempt to better serve the area
community as well.
Keiser also stated that the
future emphasis of the school will .
bedifferent from ·the approach the
School of Business takes with
regard to ptJbllc issues. Indeed,
Keiser sees the creation of a new
School of Public Affairs as a way
p sE
by Dmise Mnor
Arbiter Staff
A man-afflicted with cerebral
palsy eases out of his wheelchair
onto a mat in the weight room
where the instructor assists him in
stretching out. A'student with an
injured left leg is doing special .
exercises to rebuild muscles in
the leg. Another student, para-
Iized from the waist down, 'is
woi'kinghis arms qn the weight
machine.
/>ccording to Steve \l\Gllace, the
instructor, this is a reqular scene
of the Adaptive Physical Educa-
tion class at Boise State. Adap-
tive P.E.. said \l\Gllace. is flexible
enough to meet the individual
needs of each student.
"This class isn't just for the'
handicapped," saidWillace,"lf a
student hasa bad back or posture
problems or is overweight: or just
out of shape, then this is the class
they want to .take." -
. The Adaptive P.E.- class' was
originally intended, for students
injured in, reqular P.E. ctasses.. •
accordi ng to \l\Gllace. They could t-""Co"'.";"n""'t'-em";"·-p-o-ra.-ry--an-d"';"e-x-p-e-ri"-m-e-n""ta""l-c-o':":lIa-g-e-a-n-d-p-o""'n-t-ers-'I-'n-k-w-o-rk-s--by-l
exercise until the injury healed, Boise netive James Stoehr, art, photography and crafts instructor at
Willace said, then retum to the. HiI~side. Junior High School is on display at the BoIse State
original class so they didn't lose Umverslty Gallery through Nov. 1.. Also bein{)shown are landscapes
credit. II .' portraits, and stilllifes by OliiJr Parson, wtnner of the 1976 Fourth
BevNichol, a student assistant; Biennial Governor's Award in Art, and 19-yeaf'chairman of the art
said injured students still attend department of Ricks College, ReXburg. The BSU Gallery in the'
the class. ''\Ilk usually have quite riberal Arts uildin - is 0 en weekda s from9aJil. to 4:30 .m. '
a few people with knee problems," "Some students 'come to both has built up the program since
said NichoL classes," said NichQI, ':because then. "Just the lasttwo or three,
Adaptive Physical Education is' on Tuesday and Thursday they can years it's been getting going and
offered twice a week; rvbndayand swim. The guys really. like' to really catching on," said \l\Gllace,
\l\€dnesday 2:40 to 3:30, and ~wim those days because the "It's probably my dynamic person-
Tuesday and ,Thursday 2:40. tq,. lifeguards are 2; couple of the ality."·
3:30. One credit is offered for the prettiest girls on campus." The class had only.one stu- .
class, accordinq to \l\Gllace, butit Willace, took over the Adaptive dent the first semester. seven .
can be taken for credit as many P.E. class seven years ago when years ago, according to Willace,
semesters as the-student needs it:" he first came to Boise state, and CONTINU ED TO PAGE 5
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k, for changes in the entire
faculty tenure system; Keiser
outlined some of his preferences
for such change. He stated that
he would like to see the imple-
mentation of two different lengths
of probationary periods; one for
faculty with previous experience
and the other for faculty without.
There is also a need for a
graduated quota' system that
would be smaller at the school
and departmental levels according
to Keiser. Then, too, a university-
wide committee on promotion and
tenure would also bean advantage
to BSU.
At this point, however, Keiser
wishes to facilitate more campus-
wide discussion of the entire
tenure issue before any firm
proposals for change are pre-
sented to the State Board of
~ucation for consideration.
Overall ,Keiser sees {he imple-
mentation of more rigid standards
for that granting of tenure as
essential to the long-range survi-
val of the tenure system itself.
s Str thn
to eventually strengthen the de-
partments - involved as well as
increase campus awareness of
public.issues and services..
ted"• 'i .,' I ;
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ORGANIZATIONAL
NEWS
After weeks of putting it all
together the BSU Travel Club is
now ready to open its doors to
all. The .framework has been set
and the first couple of trips are in
the planning, what is needed now
are those students of Boise State
who want to travel, and learn
something too. Possible sites lor
up comming trips include Yellow-
stone in the wlnter.-Reno, Carson
.City, and other surrounding sites.
Nothing is absolute so ideas are
still more then welcome. The
first open meeting for' all is
Wednesday, 24 at 5:30 In the Ada
Lounge.
Friday, October. 26, after the
Ralph Nader lecture; an organiza-
tional meeting for Idaho Student
Public Interest Research Group is
planned- The place and time will
be announced at the lecture.
ISPIRG'ls being created at BSU
and If it is well accepted will
expand state wide to ISU and U of
I. So be in on the very ground
works of a possible' statewide
organization-attend this rneetinq.
The BSU You-ng Republicans will
be holding their first organiza-
tional meeting Thursday,Novem-
ber 1st, at 4:00 pm in the Teton
Room of the SUB. Up coming
events will be discussed. For
more information contact
Catherine Waddell, president of
the Young Republicans.
The Organization of Student Soc-
ial Workers will be meeting with
President. John Keiser Friday.
October 26, from 12:30-1:30, in
the Science Education Building,
Rm. 723. Issue to be discussed
being the .school of Public Af-
fairs.
ASBSUNEWS
At the ASBSU Senate meeting on
October 17, $3440 were desig-
nated to various Boise State
departments and associations.
KBSU was given $460 for a
training convention in Los
Angeles, the Communication'
111
I s
e SOUP'
e -SALAD
e SANDWiCHES
oREER
e WIME
o SODA
~iJ2 Dlock SOo'
,of University;,:
Open until: 'on Dt~Qd'W~ll
:1opm Mon thru Sat 8pm Sun :
12 every BSUhome ga~e night:
. "-'-~~'
Thearrival of mid-semester brings students the added pressure of
mid-term exams, Homecoming week, and werewolves. But before
suicidal depression sets in, remember - only 61 days till christmas!
Students who are supporting the
"Huqh Pranther Lectures" were
alloted $1000 and matching funds
of another $1000. The Programs
Board was given $1880 for an
addition to their budget.
requested any interested student
that would like to perform, to
contact Bob Resenthal (385-1515)
or Ron Stephenson (385-1513) for
more information.
ASBSU Vice President
Gustavesen appointed the fol-
lowing Senators to University
Committees: '
Broadcasting Board,
-David Huntington
Publications' Advisory -Board
-Beth Somerton-Young
Student Handbook' Committee;
chairperson
-Mary Lou Virgil
Academic Affairs Committee
-Bev Nichols
EDUCATIONALNEWS
Learn about the variety of careers
available in professional nursing
at Nurse Careers Night October
29 at 7:30 pm In the BSU Science
Education Building, Room 163.
No registration Is required. A
tour of the practicing laboratory
facilities will be included in the
evening's schedule.
Due to lack of Revenues, BSU will
be left without a pep band for the
upcoming basketball season.
The Athletic, Department has
What Is there to do after gradU-
ation. Work or graduate school.
A number of U.S. schools have
sponsored internships in England
as an alternative. Stud.ents can
spend a semester or summer
nm1
Whe~~ of TOfj'tYf~-
4:30 - 12 Highballs .25, .35, .45 & .55
Spin the Wheel Every Hour
C:OstUM~(ont~s;t Jud9BlI'1l9@tMidnight
Ist Prize: $50
2nd Prize: a steok Dinner for Two.
Goodies
Evening - 100z. Top Sirloin Dinner 4.95
reg. 6.95
lunch -Ham Sandwich
working tor Members of the
House of Commons and House of
Lords, working for a London
Lawyer or In a Research Lab at a
teaching hospital. Other oppor-
tunltles exist in other areas of
interest. For more Information
write to the Educational Pro-
grammes·· Abroad' Office at
Marymount College, Tarrytown,
New York 10591"
,\
CAMPUS
INVOLVEMENT
All student, faculty and staff are
cordially Invited to attend ,a
. Presidential Picture Dedication
Ceremony as part of the Horne-
coming Week' festivities. The
picture dedication ceremony is
scheduled -tor Tuesday, Qctober
30, 1979, at 3:30 pm in the Senate
Chambers of the Student Union.
Boise Special Olyinplcs is
starting its 1979-80 training sea-
son. Volunteers are needed to
coach swimming, bowling,
wrestling, floor hockey, basket-
ball, and gymnastics. If you are
interested in helping these spe-
cial individuals please attend a
general orientation and coaches
workshop October 27, at 10:00
am in the BSU auxilliary gym.
Bring your swimsuits. For fur-
ther Information call 345-9929.
It is once again that time of the
year for the Parking Decal Design
Contest. Only fulltlme students
may submit entries. Midnight,
January 15, 1980 Is the deadline.
There is a limit of 2 colors plus
black numbers allowed but not
limited to school colors. There is
no limit on number of entries but
the size is limited to 4snf
one-fourth Inches by' 2and one-
half inches. No Logos or seals
are allowed. Two first prizes ot-a
reserved space for the 1980-81
school year will be given to the
submitters of the winning general
decal and the reserve decal. A
general decal will be given to
each of the submitters of the
second prize decals. For com-
plete rules and more information
contact Meladi Taylor at the
Parking Control Office, Ad
Building.
f.
i555 Broadway-
OPEN:, Mon-Sat 11-1
Sunday 12-12
"Boise's Unique Pubaii~-Disco'"
",' -, "
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Senate Behind;the Scenes
pus problems."
The Senate committees operate
~ith four standing_ committees,
the' Acadernlc Affairs,· Legislative
Revision, Student Affairs and
W:J..ysand .Weans. In '''e past,
~~~S"""""~,...........,,...........,--..,---..,---:::::
by Mchele Hartell
. Art>lterStaff
The ASBSU Senate committees
. have been hard at work this fall
attempting to solve various cam-
Student Activities Director Christa Box was one of the many BSU
faculty and staff members available to welcome the family & friends
of unil.ersity students during BSU's "Family Lay". Photo by Berne Jackson
Family Day.Renewed
and other organizations; a pre-
sentation on the soon to be
.constructed mUlti-purpose pavi-
lion; and a festive dinner served to
students' and friends in the Stu-
dent'Unlon Building.
J¥;cordlng to Mlrcy, the Family
D:ly tradition was-rekindled in an
effort to' give the families of
students an opportunity to exper-
ience the kind of life their student
has at BSU.
Boise State's first F;:unlly D:ly
elebratlon in recent years was a
moderate success with .a wide
number of parents; family and
fiends of BSU students partici-
r
patlng in the events sponsored for
he OCtober 20 occasion.
. Lelad Marcy, executive assis-
tant to BSU president John Keiser
as responslble for coordinating
the events which included open
ouses sponsored by various fra-
. emlties, sororttles, dormitories
many AIJ !-bccom,littees have
been formed for problems that
didn't directly fit Into a standing
committee. This year's policy is
to keep those standing commit-
tees. busy and actively solving
'problems so only two AIJ l-oc
committees have been formed.
The Pavilion issue has been
placed in an AIJ l-oc committee
and Is responsible for choosing a
board of govemors to oversee all
Pavilion affairs. the second AIJ
!-bc committee is !ncharge of the
BSU D:ly Care Genter.
Lynn Petersor, a Business Sen-
ator, is chairperson of W:J..ysand
Weans Committee. She stated
. that her committee is currently
. considering a change in Senate
/lJ::t.. 10 which deals with the
creation of a group responsible for
intramural programs for students,
staff and faculty.
/lJ::ademic'affairs is chaired by
Neal Wlson, a senator from Arts
and Sciences. This committee's
considering action on Senate Bill
#1 which deals with tighter Trea-
sury control to prevent bodies
funded by ASBSU from' over
spending theiralloted allowances.
Another idea being considered is
staggering the elections of Sena-
tors so that there would be
midyear elections as well as those
held in April. This would give
more continuity to the Senate and
help operatlons to be run more
smoothly.
. David Huntington, an Arts and
Science Senator ls the Student
Affairs chairperson. tv'anyissues
havecome before this committee.
.Bike traffic and problems with
parking have been put. before
Student Affairs and the possibility
of bikelanes on campus and
promotion of cummuter parking
may be In operation in the near
future. DJe to the budget cut-
backs, lack of minor sports fund-
ing and -University Pep Band are
problems the committee is work-
ing to solve.
Students are urged to bring ,
their concems and problems to :
the Senate as both are of interest i
toASBSU Senators. I
Miller-Fun Bus
Has room for more!
Deoarts to Reno,.
3pm Nov 9
Back in Boise,
Nov 11
Only $45
£all-
today:
Mary Ann
Hadzor
342-8637
*********
.385-i464
Bog~ed down by time-consuming research for
dissertation, thesis, term-paper?
Let KKOMPhelpJ
Our on-line access to large national data
banks provides fast. comprehensive searches of
over 70 data bases including ERIC.Accountants
. 'Index. Psychological Abstracts. Social Science
Index. etc.
(Library Research.Servlce/lnformatlon- Broker)
376-0996,375-6701
Wheels-I\·Fun"
e11mon on11 try some
Rollerskate The o~lyro'l~rskate
o shop In BOise
-Special Student Rate: $1.10 hr
Mon thruFriday with BSUl.O.
Sales andRentals
By.the' hour or day
OPENMon - Fri 1-7
Sat - Sun! 11-7
Wheels-R-Fun
1725 Broadway
336-6767 -
" ~~.~-"
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by Jeff Suter
Arbiter Staff
. The BSU School of Education
. Incl udes the departments of
Psychology; Teacher Education
and Library Science; Health,
Physical Ed.ucation and Recre-
ation; and the Counseling and
Testing Center and thus provides
students with services that range
from P.E. classes to applications
for the Graduate Record Exam.
In an interview with Education
Dean Richard Hart, he outline the
real purposes of .each of tile
departments in his school.
Students preparing to teach
elementary or secondary schools
find their training through the
School of Education which pro-
vides the necessary requirements
for certification to teach.
Eduoational opportunities lie in
three academic departments and
an p.1I university service unit
serves the. university student's
interests.
Dean of Education, Richard Hart, outlines the real purposes of
each of the departments tmne School of Education.
Photo by Debblo Gilbertson
a
o P
EXPERIENCE
GUARANTEED
Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers are people pretty much like you. People with commitment and
skills who have decided there must be more to life than just holding down a job.
The problems that our volunteers deal with both overseas and here at home aren't new. Such as the
cycle of poverty that traps one generation after another because they're too busy holding on to get ahead .
. The debilitating effects of malnutrition and disease. Education and skills that are lacking, and the means, to
get them, too.Former Volunteers will tell you that long hours and frustration come with the job, but that the satis-
faction and rewards are immense. For many it has been the central event of their lives, with experiences
and new perspectives that few of them expected. As one Volunteer to Africa stated: "Don't expect to
change the world. The Peace Corps experience will change your world." The same is true for VISTA,
where you'll discover that social change on behalf of the poor and disadvantaged is not only possible, but
essential, and that you can bea part of the process.
We are now ::lccepting applications for several thousand one- and two-year volunteer positions that
begin in the next 12 months in 65 overseas countries and throughout the U.S. Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities with you.
November 6-9: Information Booth, 10 am> 6 pm, BSU
SUBLobby, Sign'up for interviews now.
'November 7: rC/V Film Seminar, 12 noon - 1:30 pm,
BSU SUBCaribou Rm~
November 8 & 9: . Scheduled Interviews, 9 am - 5 pm,
Career & Financial Services, 117
Administration· Bldg.
I f ti
The department 'of Teacher Ed-
ucation and Library Science ac-
counts for the bulk of the program
and the faculty within the School
of Education. This department is
the most useful to the teacher
education student since it gives
the training and qualifications for
certification to teach elementary
or secondary education. For
secondary teacher education, stu-
dents participate in an unique
program where the. School of
Education cooperates with depart-
ments across the university. The
student pursures his or her own
major in the Arts and Sciences
andalso participates in the secon-
dary teacher educational program
in Education.
The department of Health, Phy-
sical Education and Recreation
provides teacher education in the
field of Physical Education. They
preparestudents to teach physical
education in both elementar; and
secondary schools as well as
providing a wide variety of phys-
ical •education classes for any
university student.
The department of Psychology
also resides in the School of
Education .and is a department
"tremendously supportive of the
furtherance of teacher education,"
according to ex. Hart. Psyctiology
majors usually prepare to go on to
graduate school rather than train
to teach.
The School also has the Coun-
seling and Testing Service, a
program serving all university
students. It provides testing
services and counselinQ for the
personal, social and vocational
needs of the individual. The
service staffs four fulltime coun-
selors who are available at no
charge to BSU students. "Boise
State is extremely fortunate" to
have this service ex. Hart said, "I
am tremendously proud of their
operation. "
Recently two accreditation teams
visited the School of Education to
CONTINUED TO. PAGE 5
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School- recommendation.The cooperation between the
School of Education and the'
School of Arts and Sciences ''truly
impressed" both accreditation
teams. lX.Hart stated that they
found "real cooperation through-
out the university" and that there
is "not lust a sham of cooper-
ation." The results of the visits
will be available In several
·month5.
be able to take classes directed
towards them. This program will
focus on serving in an educational
capacity in an institution, such as
the YV'£,A, an Industry, or govem-
ment.
Students now have the advan-
tage _of a recently developed
teaching program that has a
billngual/multi-<:ultural setting.
This program offers a "trernen-
dous contribution we can make,
particularly' within the Treasure
Valley," IX. Hart said .•
Other optional fields In physical
education are currently being de-
. signed on the fvtIsters level.
These options would be in phys-
ical education but without a
t~hlng emphasis, sports medi-
cine is being discussed as one of
the options. I-bwever, the details
have ,not been worked out for
these programs:
Soon, a 'M:lsters program in
counselling. will be offered fur
those wanting to counsel in
schools, industry, communities or
agencies. Currently there are no
programs offered for individuals
interested in this field in this area
in the state.
., Conceming the 1 percent initia-
tive, IX. Hart said that the School
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
review the teacher education pro-
gram. The National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion (NCATE) reviewed the
school's programs the first ofthis
month and the Prof.esslonal Stan-
darde Commission of the State of
Idahovisited the school last week.
Both teams gave "very very
positive" reactions to the school's
program according to IBln Hart
although there were no officiai
results given.
The national team revle....,edthe'
~chool's program for reaCcredi-
tation, since all programs, except
for the fvtIsters of Secondary
Education which underwent its
first accreotatatlorr study" had
been accredited before.. The state
team also came for reapproval of
programs. -
0-. Hart said that to gain
accreditation the School must
first go through a one year
self-evaluatlon of all programs In
the school using guidelines of the
profession prepared' by the
NCATE for their standards. The
school submits this study 'to the
accrediting team 60 days before
their three day visit on' campus
when they examine the school.
From these, the team makes their
Changes In the School ofEdu-
cation since Boise State became
an university have been in devel-
oping a graduate program. Tho
school has a fvtIsters program in
'elementary education which has
emphasises in early childhood,
special education, reading, or for
those who do not want to specia-
lize In any particular field, content
enrichment. Graduate students
may also enter Into a M:lsters of
Secondary Education where the
graduate enrolls in 18 credits iii
his or her major, plus six credits In
teacher education and another six
in either of the two fields.
Mdltional. options for under-
graduate students will soon be
added to the school's program.
people interested in teaching, but
not ina school situation, will soon
_ .. comes from Rainier. A unique, foil-laminated package
that keeps l~ cans of our light, golden'beer cold for hours. '
And the easy-carry handle lets you take Mountain Freshness
. along wherever you go.
IWnicr Brewing Company. S~ltl .. Washington
also has Internships available in
psychologically related fields.
Interns assist professionals in
some way to leannmore about the
profession, although they do not
then:selves .do the work, which
requires a graduate degree.
of Education stili retains the hiah
quality of education but if further
rsductlons In the budget are
made, certain programs or a loss
of quality will result.
The last cut resulted in a loss of
elementary. education faculty
member. This has meant some
"retooling on the part of the Phys Ed-----
faculty to cover that vacancy." 0-.
Hart believes that the faculty isthe "~Iearest and quickest" to CONTINUED FROM COVER
influence quality and has worked and now there are about ten
hard to retain current positions. ,students in each class. '"But part of the requirement of
The effect of the cut has also the class Js to listen to Steve's
been felt In supplies and equipt- terrible jokes," said Nichol.
ment, but the school is still DJring nice weather the stu-
"survl~ng". IX. Hart senses an dents can play baseball, wlley-
effect on the faculty moral be- ba~l,soccer, or whatev.erthey like,
cause of the insecurity of the said Willace. According to
future; however, 'to the faculty's Nichol, some people just corne 'in
credit they havenot let it influence to stretch.
their performance at all." 'V<Ja need more student help",
A wide variety of intemships are said Nichol, "sometimes we have
available tti'rough the School of four people in a wheel chair and
Education. All teacher education only two who can handle it." '
students must teach In a school According to \l\allace, men are
setting for a varying length of needed to help the male students
time, usually in Boise or tv"eridian get ready for swimming in the
schools. IX: Hart said that there Tuesday and Thursday class. The
are currently enough student aides could then swim on their
teaching positions for all teacher own for the rest of the hour.
education students. Willace also teaches tennis,wlleyball, and basketball at Boise
The department of psychology State.
LAYAWAY NOW' I Give the gifts YOU'd love to give.
• Use our ~ales layaway plan!
Diamonds with true fashion flair- .
and price tags $250 and under!
a. Two diamonds, $225 .
b. Four diamonds, $225
c. Three diamonds, $250
All in 14 karat gold.' .
Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge ..
Zales and Friends make wishes come true.
lZ) ~~~.
Also available, Zales Revolving Charge. .
The"Diamond Store
S2040VERLANDRD. - HILLCREST PLAZA ,
lIIustraUons.nI8rg~.
, :j
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PCPB com s
(CPS)-''The worst drug problem
on this campus," Kimlye lipton of
Southem Arkansas Lkllversityas-
serted last spring, "Is Angel OJst..
It's not liquor or marijuana or
anything. Everybody's talking
about Angel OJst now. And this
is a small, conseiVative southem
campus. If It's big here, I can't
imagine what it's· like on other
campuses."
Despite unpredictable
reactions, bad street reviews, and
potentially lethal dangers, Angel
CUst-or PCP- does appear to be
growing in popularity on cam-
puses. National statistics sug-
'gest the drug is most popular in
Los Angeles, . Detroit"
\/IBshingtol1 D.C., Chicago and
New York. Yet everything about
thedruq makes its use difficult to
trace. School officials can only
speculate about on-campus use,
and, because of the mystery,
treating PCP overdose cases is
getting harder. , .
''The problem with PCP," warns
_O'".JvbrkSchuckit of the La Jolla,
.Ca., Veterans Administration hos-
pital, "is that the dose that makes
you spacey is near the dose that
omakesyou crazy." .
Wlile the debate unfolds, the
problem, according to hospital,
coroner, and drug abuse program
reports, seems to be getting
worse. The Duq 8lforcement
Agency (DEA) has also notice an
increase in use. The DEA has
closed 24 PCP labs so far this
year, and confiscated 1.4 million
doses. A DEA spokesman says
more drug users are tuming to
PCPbecauseof spot shortages of -.
marijuana, heroin and other
drugs, because most laws regula-
ting PCPuseare relatively lenient,
and because PCP is easy to
manufacture.
!\/ost doctors involved in PCP
treatment,' however, are w,oiried
that the statistics don't suggest
just how bad the PCPproblem is.
,One reason statistics may not
accurately reflect the dimensions
of the problem is that PCP is sold
under at least 30 names, ranging
. from Angel CUst to I-bg to Rocket
Fuel to Surfer to Sperkools to
Amoeba. Pushersoften represent
it, moreover, as other substances.
In fact, 0'". Schucklt says that
relatively few drug users use PCP
knowingly, since PCP is typically
mixed with other drugs like LSD,
cocaine, and marijuana.
Consequently, PCP overdoses
are frequently diagnosed as other
kinds of overdoses, and some-
times even as symptoms." of
psychological disorders, whlch
PCP reactions can emulate. .
The lack of medical knowledge
about the drug stems from the
drug's episodic bouts of popu-
Favo'rite
larity. It was initially developedby
the Detroit-based Parke-Davis
drug manufacturing firm as an
anesthetic. It showed up on the
streets of San Francisco a few
years later, but developed' a bad"
reputation and dropped out of
wide use in about 1968. It briefly
reappeared under the street name
of "hog" In New York City before
dying out again.
It was back in general use again
by 1977, when NIDA found that
nearly 14 percent of the 18-to-25-
year-olds admitted for emergency
pshchologlcal treatment had used
'PCP; SimilarJy',a studey of 19
PCP-related deaths in Califomia
revealed that iFmighthave been
easy to misinterpret why, the
victims died. Beven of them, for
example, died of drowning, one
wrlle i,na shower.
Yet death from a PCP overdose
is uncommon, Shuckit says, as
long as there's adequate medical
treatment. Since the symptoms of
PCPabuse are similar to those of
other drug overdoses, .as well ·as
of schizophrenia, however, ad-
ministering the correct treatment
can just be a matter of luck.
Emergency room personnel rarely
test patients for PCP overdose.
D:lveloping a test and a treat-
ment was a major reason for the
controversial NIDA proposeal to
give PCP to humans.
One reason humans take the
drug out of the laboratory,
Shuckett says, is that PCP is "a
dissociative anesthetic." Asked
to explain what that meant,
Shuckitt said, "It disconnects
your mind from your body."
'i
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This is Sandy Bennett, as she looked
upon entering our salon 11 o'clock
Saturday morning. But, was this
the real Sandy Bennett?
You can become the person
you perceive.
APPOINTMENTS, Day & Evening,
or a 'Complimentary Consultation
336-9111
SUNDAy HE GOES
GOLFING MON·
DAY NIGHT ITS 1V
FOOTBALL ·TUES·
DAY NIGHT IS HIS
NIGHT·OUT WITH
THE GUYS WED·
NESDAY NIGHT HE
GOES TO HIS'
'CLUB' MEETING
BUT THURSDAY
NIGHT
BUT,THURSDAY
NIGHT I GET
RAMONA'S RE-
VENGE. AND I GET
ITAT THEGAS-
TATION lADIES
GET IN FOR FREE
FROM 8-10
"j' . .:.
~L_--_-__ -- __---- __---.- ..-----'------- J~
~"4~~'a.i~~fI~~' ...~~QJ~T.JJA.2'~T.~~'")~~;z.;~~~~·
RAf\.10NA'S REVENGE, LADIESGET IN FREE
. AT THE GASTAT10N FROM 8 PM-10 PM
THURSDAY NIGHTS (lustily) WHY HELLO
THERE, '
10th & Grove Downtown
Thurs. 8 prn-t o.rn. Fri. & Sot. from 8 p.rn. until 4 am,
I The lIludent orgenlzatl~n otChrlstian
, fellowship, atudY and worship In the
, Episcopal tradition.
Moots Wednesdays at St. Paul
Catholic Student Canter,
: 1915UnlvOralty Drive, 7:00 p.m.
, EucIlarlst, 7:30 p.rn; Canterbury Club
a~li\l1"'~u,~--' II, , .~ __.
aRt they uvmc
In the past>
Outwardly, Episcopalians are pret-
ty stooped In tradition. But In their
relations with the world about them,
they're a "today" sort of bunch.
, They're usually among tile flr~t to
address a compassionate ministry to
"people problems" wherever those'
problems crop up.
! I TOke alcoholism. It's no aa:ldent
I that one of the founders of Alcoholics
I Anonymous was a eympathetlc
: Episcopal minister, Sam Shoemal<er.
I •• and some folks, today, make jokes
about "Whlal<eypallans."
I It's true that this denomination Is a
, bit more tolerant than some. They
I, nourish a strange belief In guidelines
; _not stralght-jackels - for a Christian
'life. They're not Interested In
condemning ••• but helping people.
, It Isn't really a new Idea. Just a
I timely one.
" EpI~11:ms ~1llV8 they haVO good
I nmonG for ITIIllIY of thdr "mn.
I Mayba soino of Iha roa&CIII would
\
malle Ill/m) to you, too. 1\ ccslS you
nothing ,10 contact the nllarwl
EpI&COJlllImlnlster lind f1, nd eut, He
won't lMiIl tM3t )'llUr erm,
- One of a series prll36nIGd by
"Thooo Crazy Eplsoopall8!',s"
Inyourlll'oo.
-~
HSU
emttrIJurlletu!J,
....
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Plubllc Interest Group,Seeks Members
Students interested in obtaining
a voice in public policy decisions
in Idaho are urged to attend an
organizational meeting of the
Idaho Public Interest Research
Groups (Idaho PIRG)following the
Ralph Nader Lecture on October
26.
The Idaho PIRG organization
anticipates being statewide and
combining the resourses of every
college and university in Idaho.
The meeting place will be
announced at the lecture. All
interested students are urged to
attend. For more rnformation
contact the student coordinator,
Bob Irwin, at Idaho Consumer
Affairs, 343-3554.
The problem with most groups
of this nature has been the lack of
continuity. Wlat will make Idaho'
PIRG unique is that is will hire a
staff of professionals to help in
their activities. 'Students hiring
professionals to work for them is
not a new concept. This idea has
been implemented by other
states. The first was in Oregon
back in 1971, when students_
created the Oregon Student Public
Interest ReSearchGroup; ,
'(OSPIRG). They were soon fol-
lowed by students in Mnnesota
with the Mnnesota Public Interest
Research Group (tvPIRG). Bght
years later these groups are still
operating, and they have been
followed by many others:
The areas of concem for Idaho
PIRG are broad, Ralph Nader.
outlines some of the areas for
action. "Student investigators
working with professionals can
begin to probe deeply into tll.e
activities of city and state adrnlnl-
strative agencies .to , ascertain
whether they are carrying out their
legislative mandates. They, can
scrutinize the market place for
evidence of unfair trade practices.
They can examine factory con-
ditions to uncover" occupational
health or safety hazards. They can
study taxation systems to deter- .
mine equitability. They can act as
monitors to guard against discim-
ination on grounds of race, sex, or
creed. Finally, they will stand
ready to act in new areas affecting
the general public 'as those areas
emerge." Two such areas include
environmental and nuclear con-
cems.
The proposed tlnanclnq of Ida- ,
ho ISPIRGwill have to come from
the students in the form of a
potional fee increase according to
Irwin.' Unlike the Pavillion, stu-
dents who do not support the
. PIRGconcept will not be forced to
support it. Idaho PIRGmay set up
a desk after each registration
period to give refunds to those so
desiring. The proposed fee
increase will be in the neighbor-
hood of $3.00. A final determin-
ation of funding will be made at a
later date.
Those interested in ISPIRG
should attend the Ralph 'Nader
Lecture, Friday evening in the
BSU gym. ISplRG Is open to
conservative and! liberal students
alike, as this will insure operating
in the public interest as opposed
to the private interest.
Chick n Takes ver
(campus Digest News service)
In the battle of the fast-food
chains, the chicken is now king
becausewhile the price of chicken
is dropping the price of beef
soars.
Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Church's and other fast-food
chains that specialize in chicken
report increases, or a levelling off
of unit sales and real growth.
Although gasoline problems have
caused an overall- drop in the
industry, chains specializing in
hamburgers now find it more
difficult to compete with chicken
chains.
The Agriculture 'Department
reports that wholesale poultry
prices are now 40cents a pound, a
drop of 16 per cent compared to
prices a year ago. Wlolesale beef
prices are about $1 pound, a rise
of 18 per cent.
A spokesman for Church's says
that a quarter-pound of fried
chickensells for half the price of a
quarter-pound hamburger. To
Kentucky Fried it's "obvious" that -
the chicken chains are taking
business from the hamburger
restaurants.
A spokesman for the \i"\endy's
hamburger chain says. that al-
though the chains have a value
advantage, "Americans are burger
eaters and we'll get them back
when they get used to the high
prices.
.
~We've Got Bronco Mania·o
;;
~'~-::__ .~.._-_ ':""" -:--- _-_.---:-:- --_ .
W eel~Long Hornecornlnq
Speciols begin Monday, October
29th ond end Fridoy, October 2nd.
In the Deli:
l3uy any Deli Sandwich
--have a free cup of cider!
Gigantic l3ronco Cookies
--only $.39 each. _
In the Snock Bar:
l3uya Bronco Omelet
--get a free cup of coffee.
l3uya Bronco Quarter Pound
Hamburger
---get a free cup of cider!
Catch a little
Bronco Mania,
too!
In your:. Irs
university fOod, services
. by .
8'
This is Sandy Bennett, as she
looked at 2:00 Saturday afternoon.
Now.ithis isthe
real Sandy Bennett!
APPOINTMENTS, D9-Y& Evening,
or a Complimentary Consultation
336-9111
FOR All YOUI\
HALLOWEEN ACCESSORIES
I Masl~s - Make-up - Costumes
514 Vista Avenue
345-1383
"ST~OKE OF
MIDNIGHT SALE"
-Stunts
-Escopes
-Illuslons
-Friday, October 26
-Magic Inside
-All Night!
free mask & pizza
given away every hour.
Art Supply
ID.AH017S LAJi\GEST
DEALER
featuring A~QjOt Drodlds:
Grumbacher Crescent Cardboard
Winsor Newton, Koh-i-Noor
Permanent Pigments Strathmore
FWeber Chart Pak
Sculpture House Liquitex
Bienfang Bee Paper
Speedball Pickett
X-Acto Uiano
Testrite A·W-Faber
II
Eberhard Faber Pentollc
D'arches _Osmiroid
,'820 W_Jefferson 345-2564 Moo-Sat 9-5:30
'l
I
'I
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Editorial
Express Yourself
Students live, not by test alone nor by every wol-k that proceedeth
forth from the professorial mouth, but life is to be found In the
congregatin@-ofstudents and the relating of ideas between members .
of that congregation.
The majority of the BSU students live off campus, thus restricting
the opportunity for their congregating. The greater majority of the
student population holds down part-time or full-time jobs in
addition to going to school, further restricting congregating-the
rush from a last class torthe day to job leaves little time for a
leisurely coffee and intellectiJral conversation. Given these two
factors, there need be an altemative to the literal, physical
congregation of people looking for ideas to enrich their college
experience and their lives.
rvbving from the literal to the abstract notion of congregation as
intellectual, we suggest that the student newspaper,your own
University Arbiter, already exists as a means for communicating
ideas between BSU students. The section, on the editorial page,
called "Letters to the Editor," stands empty much of ·the time. Yet,
this section is specifically designed forthe reader to air ideas: gripes
and praise, or whatever.. This section provides one way for you to
relate your ideas and sense of life to others.
W1ile space dictates the "Letters" section limit each writer to
approximately 200words perletter, the University Arbiter provides a
"ViewpointlCounterview" section as·further encouragement for the
exchange of ideas. The subject matter in this section shoutd beot
fairly broad interest and approached in such a way as to relate to
most of the BSU student body in one manner or another. Often this
section is filled only when the editor becomes aware of an issue and
can convince those involved to share their positions and ideas with
the whole student body. The section is open to any reader of the
newspaper, however, who feels as though slhe has an idea about the
values assigned in life.
Plato was right when he said that the unexamined life is not worth
living, but he did not mean that every individual had to examine evsry
facet of the whole of life in order to live-a thing not even possible
given the average life span. A major purpose, then,of gathering
together at a university is to examine life through others' eyes. Give
us all a break, express yourself in the ctaseroom; In the coffee shop.
and in the University Arbiter.
An often unconsidered sidelight concerning YOur letters and the
newspaper relates to a major reason for the paper's existence ..
Chargedwith serving the needs ofthe readership, the staff struggles
continually with the question of how to best do this. Receiving no
input from our readers, we can draw our own conclusions as to how
well our answers fill your needs:Though the temptation is to say "All
is well," we do want to know whether or not all is well. A steady
stream of Letters to the Editor would do nicely.
OUTRIDER
by GarrY Wills
J hn-P
Thislearning World
Goals
PopeJohn Paul II is not the only
religious leader who is using the
Bible to discriminate against
women. Patricia' Gundry found
that out last March when she
spoke to a I-busewives for ERA
meeting at a church outside
Chicago. Ms. Gundry, though
not exactly a Ms. Grundy, is not
in Jane Fonda's class, either. The
mother of four children, she writes
regular1y for evangelical religious
journals. Her husband is a
theologian at Chicago's rvbody
Bible Institute.
That latter connection gave her
opponents a weapon to use
-against a Christian. woman who·
thinks the Bible's message is one
of freedom, not bondage. Some
church people at the housewives'
meeting complained to
reactionary pastors that a faculty
wife from rvbody was talking
about Iiberation--a biblical word
that Bible thumpers inordinately
fear.
The usual letter campaign re-
sulted, with threats of economic
reprisal against the school where
M. Gundry teaches. The admini-
stration of the school went, first,
for the wife-apparently thinking
she, as a member of the "weaker
- by Richard Meisler
~
=================:::"l People seem to thin,k that goals
:'.. . A. . aremore important than anything,B l k as if the world were a hockey orDOSer •00· . soccer game. If you don't have
goals, you should probably make
I . some up, just In case someone
asks you. People who don't have
goals can be made to feel awful
with almost no trouble at all. All
you have to do is look them in the
eye and say, "If you don't know
where you're going, how are you
ever going to get there?" The
resilient person Will, in the face of
such a question, discover or
invent goals. The person prone to
depression will commit suicide.
1/113 have learned to think that
goallessness is the same as
laziness, shiftlessness and im-
Editor. Arbiter: [Editor'S .note: The University
It is unfortunate for a paper of Arbiter regrets that the byline for
the Arbiter's quality to allow the article was inadvertently
typical student sensationalism in omitted.]
an apparent article of fact, specifi- Editor, The Arbiter: .
cally, last week's reviewof the Dirt I am sorely distressed. Every
Band's concert. It was far from an week those stupid Declassified
objective analysis and yet by the contests are either so idiotically
absence of a by-line the reader simple that who wants to waste
must accept It as a statement of their time answering them, or so .
fact. cruelly difficUlt as to effectively
. M. the concert, everyone ap- discourage all competition. First
peared~tobe having a good time, they asked who'sM>by Dick, for
no one was sitting quietly with Pete's sake. and then. what's' the
bored looks on their faces - quite average annual rainfall in Boise.
the opposite. Even the anony~ 1/11311, anyseven-year-old knows
mouS reporter remembers the Mllville's whale's name, that's for
hand-clapping, foot-stomping dam sure, but who on earth has
audience participation. the faintest notion about pleelpi- .
Granted. the acoustics aren't tation? Imean. geez, It's one of
the I\tet's, and the sound system the dullest subjects around, Inmy Editor, The Arbiter:
was.not Harmon !<ardon, but the opinion, which may not be all that Congratulations to the worthy
.:CJtn..,C?.rt_~~_g~!L. __• _. _•... ~rf.lp!.E?b.ut-~t•.I~~ .i!'~Jn.p'~~t.. . group of vocai citizens who have
.. lIttM1it!.Bel'ffib'Cf ..A- •• A ~ -:,..~·4·.:<:n:n··'tlloselwlial~joKes··are:abuncfi"oJ:..·.·:;.:co~'tIW.O £'0·. ·.:rO·'·P-A G'E· ·9=·.·~ .;, " ' " .
A closer look ...
at the University of Idaho's campaign encouraging their football tearn
to win out over the Boise State University football team in this year's
mid-October match. The slogan widely adopted was "Hate Boise
State."
W1y not "Beat Boise State" or 'W,ip Boise State" or some such
traditional sports slogan? But. "Hate Boise State?" Geez, some of
us went to high school together; we-though, anyway-that we were
friends, or at least fellow humans. Like. ouch!
rst th
KC.
r
blubber, anyway. .
And another thing: I read the
editorial page every day, I mean
religiously, you know? - and It's
nice and profound and everything,
but why don't you ever have any
good letters to the editor'? Those
babies can get awfully interesting,
if you catch my drift, when .they
ravean and on about ridiculous
If you catch my drift, when they
rave on and on about ridiculous,
far fetched philosophies or gripes
and dwell on Insanities arid
praise Imbecilic politicians and
stuff like that: Let's see some
more of those! .
That's all- thanks, wow.
Name withheld on request.
lism in hi a
sex," could be.bullied more easily formed of his dismissal from
than her husband. school. See how these Christians
Ms. Gundry had broadcast rebuff each other.
Christian messages on the Theologians have rightly argued
school's radio station. School that Pope John Paul II's opposl-
authorities heardthat Ms. Gundry tion to women's ordination is
was going to be interviewed by a more Roman than Catholic. In the
newspaper on her support for the same way, the rvbody Bible
Equal Rights Amendment. These Institute's opposition to the ERA
authorities suggested she cancel js more moooy . than biblical.
that interview-a blatant attempt certainly there are Christians who
to deny her the constitutional can, for good reasons, oppose the
right of free speech., ERA. But the use of economic
W1en she kept the prior agree- threats.. boycotts and firings to
ment for an interview, the school keep others from voicing their
told her she would no longer be good reasons for supporting it is a
welcome on the radio or in any of way of trivializing the Gospel.
the M:lody publications. ._~_' .Those who have a pearl of great
W1en the weaker partner unac:" 'price to bestow ·should not be
countably failed to collapse, the bickering over who gets to bestow
school went after her husband, it on whom. It should be made
ordering him on June 22 not to available to everybody.
discuss women's role in the Bible . Evangelical theology has be-
in any way that would challenge come more serious and respected
the institute's "historic position" in recent years-for instance, in
on the matter. professor Gundry the magazine Sojoumers, from
obeyed th5l order, but wrote a July which I draw the details of the
2 letter protesting its scope and Gundrys' story. But this uned-
basis. ifying little epIsode Is as sad, in
This Aug.1, Gundry was sum- its own sphere, as the sight of
moned to the academic vice Pope John Paul denying very
president's office,he thought to devoted nuns the fullest partlcipa-
get the answer to his letter's tion in that church they servewith
questions. Instead, he was in- their entire life.
morality. Seven-yearold children
all over the country are despon-
dent because they don't know
what they want to be when they
grow up. Somesay "I want to be a
pharmacist," just to keep the
adults quiet. But at night they
worry. .
I've never seen an independent
study form on which you didn't
. have to pretend to have goals.
Teachers too must state their
goals when they propose to do
something new like teach a new
course. It won't do to say that
you'd like to teach a course in
, French literature becauseyou love
it and some students might also.·
The course has to achievea goal. yourfriendgets nervous. Finally
And if you ever want to get a he_feels better and says that your
grant, you'd better be good at goal is to relax and enjoy yourself.
stati,ng goals. Wthout them, you You had a goal that you didn't
won t get a red cent. know you had. Some people, like
This goal business is partlcu- academic advisors and guidance
lar1ystrong in education because counselors are particularly skilled
it seems to [ustlfy all sorts of in this processot discovery. It's
g<ading and ju.dging. 1/113 pretend almost Impossible to walk out of
that all students have goals so thelrofflces without a goal.
that we can grade them and let W1en go<il language is imposed
them know the extent to which upon us, or when our goals ~
their goals haven't been achieved "discovered" by nervous people, It
I knew a successful young is all essentially meaningless, just
college admhilstratorwho seemed a bit of verbal trlc.kery. Yet It is a
to. think he was the Soviet Union problem, for it can all maxe us feel
. or China: He organiZed his life guilty or think about ourselves in
into five-year plans to achieve . wa'Js that simply don't help.
certain goals. I don't remember Some people don't want goals.
whether or not he ci:lIled his goals Setting. goals sooms to remove
:'quotas." I know that they some of the mystery or l'Omance
Involved ~ney and job advance- . from life. Other people love their
Inent. ~18 never told me WhethE;r goals. Idon't know which types
he had five-year quotas for laugh-·' have more fun. are more produc-
ter. tears and love. tlvear are more likely to haveheart
The worst thing about the goal attacks. Someone should write a
f.i~ation is that it's almost imPOs- grant proposal whose goal Is to
Sible to ,resist. Suppose for find out. Ido, t'!owever, believe in
example, you're sitting arou~a the. equality for all. The goalless
house one day reading People should leamto defend themselves
rvbgazineand there's not a goal In and maybe even· organize to
sight. Your friend asks you protect their rights. I look forward
whether you haveany goals for the to the day when people will be
day; You say no, p'~ple fv'eJ:la~ able to say, "I don't know where
zlneisabo.~~;9lhep~.pI~.4·~P~~~ ·1'm:.gpi.09JaDcjl·fTlprpud..",..:.. ..:·
rt
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For some time I have been
meaning to respond to a state-
ment made in the Arbiter con-
cerning student goVemment. The
guest editor (name unknown)
commented that no serious stu-
dent would get invohted in student
government. There wasn't much
elaboration and IwasJeft wonder-
ing what constituted a "serious
student" and why she/he would
not want to become involved in
student government.·
At the risk of presenting a
-strawrnan's argument, I'm going
to make some assumptions about
what the author meant, then
proceed with a contention of my
own.
A "serious student" I'll define as
someone' whose first priority is
attaining the highest grade point
average (GPA) possible. Outside
interests such as student govem-
ment would be looked upon as a
,distraction which could only
hinder perfonnance. That repre-
sents by.firstassumption. .... --,
Mj second one: not only does
the-serious student see becoming
entangled with student go~m-
ment as C! hindrance to achieving
the high GPA, but also she/he
views it as a worthless endeavor,
worthless because student go-
vernment has no meaningful pur-
pose; it lacks validity.
Now, finally, comes my re-
sponse. The "serious student"
syndrome is symptomatic of the
"serious citizen", or "serious bus-
inessperson." Those individuals
afflicted operate from an ethno-
centric philosophy - averything
revolves around her/his personal
needs and desires. It's an all.out
effort to better oneself and "to hell
with ethers". As long as the
decisions made by governments
are not too outrageous or con-
fining, then who cares - let the
decisions fall as they may.
But what happens when those
decisions begin to seriously ob-
struct the' Individual's self-
aggrandizement? Wlat happens
when she/he is. forced to break
'from the comforts of a priVate
world to dtscover- that the deci-
slon-makinq process has been far
removed; in fact, it has been
adjusted completely out of their
reach. Now the decisions, regard-
less -of palatability, must be
accepted. The point intended is
that divorcing oneself from the
policy-making process leaves it
open to a select few who might
abuse that slowly acquired power.
Wlether it be student govern-
ment or national government,
individuals have the prerogative to
participate in, molding, decisions
which daily affect the quality of
their lives; too many, however,
neglect to exercise that option,-
which is truly unfortunate. Wlen
people shun an opportunity to
become inVolved in the decision"
making 'process, they only help to
erode the modicum of control they
.have over their lives.
Logic would seem to dicatate
that even if it is to only protect
one's self-interest, participation in
decisions should be the highest
priority for any "serious person."
Sincerely,
MkeCramer
ASBSU President
Letters·-----
bodies of our youth. If they have
strong, well disciplined bodies,
they can more readily scale walls,
squinn through tight places and
otherwise use their s-trengths and
skills for such activities as illegal
entry, etc. Track should be
eliminated from all physical edu-
cation courses. It enables the
youth to run faster and could lead
to an increase of "hit and run"
crimes, such as purse-snatching.
If this same youth has also been
taught the fine art of wrestling, it
gives him an unfair advantage over'
tM lady who decides she does noto
want to part with her purse.
As you can see, our schools are
definitely an unsafe place to send
our children. Please continue the
work that you have begun.
Perhapswith persistance, you can
'turn back the clock" and return
our school system to the very
basics- upon which it began,
nothing. -
Louise MJore
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
taken upon themselves the task of
investigating the school
curriculum in order to protect our
children from the influence of
those who would teach them such
thingsa~ the process by which a
person matures from a child into
an adult, or even how the child
himself anrived into this world.
Your work has just begun. Please,
on behalf of our youth, do not
stop your crusade at this point.
If knowledge of such things as
the function of the sperm, ova,
uterus and vas deferens leads to
experimentation on the part of our
innocent youth, since these
COUi'Ses have been eliminated'
from the cunricula of many of the
schools, we can now expect a
decrease in the number of preg-
nant teenage brides, the number
of illegitimate babies, and in the
incidence of venereal diseases.
Following the same line of
thought, Iwould suggest you now
tum your attention to other
courses taught in the scRools. As
your next step, may Isugges~that
you investigate the vocatIOnal
education courses: I do not
believe that mechanics should be
taughUo teenage boys. If these
boys learn how to dismantle and
repair. a car, they will be able to
strip a parked car more readil~.
Next, I would . ask that you
investigate the debate courses
taught in schools. These are,
especially harmful. If you young
people are taught to think for
. themselves, if they are taught the
art of persuasion, we can logically
expect an increase in the number .
of glib, fast-talking con artists.
Then how about the physical
educatl~n courses? .There is,
potential' danger l,il davelopl".gthe
Editor, The Arbiter:
I am presently living in
viashington State. I am from
t-bllywood, California. And I have
the opportunity to live and attend
school at Boise State. Iwould like
to' correspond and get to know as
many possible '~riends" before I
deciding. I am 23 year old, 5'11",
slim black and handsome. Mj
inter'ests vary but are mainly
fashion design, people, nature,
traveling, sports, all kinds of
music, roller skating, disco, ad-
venture, writing poetry, photo-
graphy and just having plenty of
fun out of life and its delights.
mtsfs important to me as I have
no correspondence at this time. I
will answer all. . .:
Mchael B. Wlson #625154-4-[).6
P,O. Box.520·. . . \ ,•.',',
\/\hila Vili.IlEi/VIa:99362 .',' -
I
Meetings Special Olympic Workshop
Boise Special Olympics Is beginning Its 1979-80
training season and voluteers are needed to coach
swimming. bowling, wrestling, floor hockey,
basketball, and gymnastics. Those Interested In
helping are Invited to attend a general orientation
and coaches workshop OCt. Z7 at 10 a.m. In the
BSU auxllary gym. -
For lurther Inlormatlon call Sidney Allred,
Special Olympic Coordinator, 345-9929.
OCt. 25
-Faculty Senate Meeting, SUB senate
Chambers, 3:10 p.rn.
-International Studies .Committee, 3 p.m.,
Library Conference Room 308'C
oci. 29
. -BM'.Luncheon and IIIms, 11:45 a.rn., SUB
Ballroom.
-Academic Standards Committee, 3 p.m.,
History Conference Room L247.
r
The BSU Admissions Ofllce will be conducting
the Test 01 Standard Written English on various
dates between OCt. 22 and Nov. 7.
The test Is given each year to determine the
writing level 01 Freshmen students who nave not
taken the ACT test. The scores are used to place
them In the appropriate level of English
Composition.. •
A $3 charge will be collected at the time of the
axemlnatlons. to be held In the Admissions Ofllro
A-105.
NursesCareer Night·
TSWE
Concert Cancelled
Surolt, a group 01 French-Canadian
folksingers originally scheduled to appear OCt. 25
at the Special Events Genter had to cancel their
concert tour on short notice and return to Quebec.
Ralph Nader Coming
Ralph Nader, the nations premiere consumer
advocate, will spenk at Baise State University, . BSU student nurses will have tho
OCt. 26 at 8 p.m. .In the BSU Gymnasium. I
. Tickets at $3 for general acrntsstorr and $1 for·' opportunlly to learn about the-variety 0 .careers
students and senior citizens, will be sold at the available In the professional nursing field during
door. His visit Is sponsored by the BSU Nurse Career Night, OCt· 29 at 7:30 p.m. In SE
Associated Student Body. 163.
InlOrmntl~ lor thl. 8pllCO Is l\(ovldocLbv IMIOItlce 0/ lriformatlon SonI\COS. Ad •.Bldg •• Rm 123, or phone ,385-15~
s
sti~!
rst So
560 Main
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to Get JoblessBenefits
(CPS}-Julia W. was lucky last
year. She got one of the relatively
few teaching assistantships in the
University of Texas' govemment
department..' She earned $2500
and' finislled her doctoral work
before her luck ran out.
Soon she couldn't find a job in
her chosen profession, But Julia
did something about it: she
applied for unemployment com-
pensation, naming the University
of Texas as .her most "" recent
employer. tv'breover, she got the
aid. .
She was just one of an untold
number of former work-study stu-
dents in the state who are trying to
slip through a big loophole in a
1976Texas law that made all state
employees' eligible for unemploy-
ment benefits. Since the law
passed, students have claimed
that university work-study pro-
grams' made them state
employees.
"These work-study students re-
ceive their' salaries through state
warrants," explains Pat Joiner of
Texas Employment Commission,
"and the state pays its share of
unemployment tax -on them as
employees."
The University of Texas has now
sued to close the loophole.' M3
official employer, the university
must match the, unemployment
insurance a former work-study
student gets.
The university's argume,nt, ac-
cording to its brief, is that only
students can get work-study
benefits, and the school doesn't
fire students. W1ether they drop
out or graduate, they leave their
jobs voluntarily, and thus are not
eligible for jobless benefits.
University officials won't speak
about the lawsuit, though. One
explained that the stakes could be
raised if more former students
heard about the possibility of
unemployment benefits.
Unit! the" case is settled, the
, 10 UNIVERSITY ARBITER
WAMTED:
Responsible, Interested BSUstudent to
work a,Assoclate Editor In charge of
Features. Prior Journalism llxperlence .
preferable but notllllCOSlllry. Apply 8:30 to
4:30 Mon thru Friday. '
2nd uoor SUB 8-5 weekdays
.385-i464
jN
VOWNTQWN
J4t·8QIO l~O~T.~(902J~
FLYI
A"Private World
Without Equal.
There Is a certain maple about the sky
that has fascinated man for centuries.
Here, those who look for adventure and
thrive on accomplishment can ex-,
perlence feelings only few share and
none forget.
Just one flight at tho controls of a
sleek rr.cdern Piper elrcraft will awaken
the spirit within you that longs to be
free. Flying ... It's more than Just
something you do ..• It's something
you experience. The view Is Incradlble,
the experience Is sensational giving a
whole newmeaning to the word free.
Now, for a limited time only, Piper's
81uo Sky solo course can help you
become a part of U,I:I adventure at 8 very J
special price. For just $j2il and a lillie
of your apare'time, our Instructors can
take you from ground Instruction
through solo In less than amonth.
If, you're the kind at person who Is
looking to get more out of life .•. come
flying with us soon.
Solo in 30, days for only $329
(iEMFlITE CENTER
SALES' CHARTER •SERVICE •INSTRUcnON
3541 Rickenbacker Street
Boise, Idaho 83705
(208) 345-7390
":""!; •.•... -.
state warrant is a state employee,
and is therefore eligible for un-
employment benefits under the
new law. .
That means that students at all
state schools are eligible, though
the University of Texas is the only
one to have legally challenged the
law so far.
Joiner has tried to make the
university pay work-study stu-
dents by some other method, but
"they say it's not possible."
state Unemployment Commission
continues to approve applications
from former work-study students,
, who thus far have generally been
former graduate students. Joiner
knows "this has been a working
hardship on the University of
Texas, and we don't want to do
that. Just let the courts give us
one decision."
He says that a 19Z6 Attorney
General's interpretation had it that
everyone who" is paid through a
Law School, Minority
Enrollment Is Down
(CPS) The first law school classes,
to be fully processed under stric-
tures of the U.S. Supreme Court's
June, 1978 Bakke decision seem
to be a lot whiter than last year's
first year students.
A number of law schools have
reported significant declines in
the registration of minority first-
year students. The number of
Chicano law students at George
\Nashington University law
school, tor.example, fell from nine
to four this year. Harvard regis-
tered 88 minority students, as
compared with 98 last year.
First-year law classes at North-
eastem University, Berkeley, the
University of Pennsylvania, and
New York University, among
others, include fewer minorities
this ygar.
The major exceptions to the
trend were the University of Chi-
cago law school, where there are
nearly twice as many black first-
year students then last fall, at
Stanford, and at the University of
califomia-Divis, .where minor-
ities make up almost a quarter of
the class.
It was at Divis, of course, that
Allan Bakke claimed that he had
beendenied admission to medical
school because preferential--
Thera has never been a
better time to get that Perm or
special set you've wanted, then
right· now. With these Coupon
Specials, you'll not only get a price
that's hard to resist, but you'll
also get some excellent hair
design by Mr. Don's very,
talented students. So clip 'e'm and
give us a call.
MD~
~
~~llnUIlE
~
222 N. Latah, 342-4657
~~~
D Per s
gCustom Protein ~ Shampoo Set
I Permanent. Haircut, D . Haircut"
uStyl.e and Conditi?ner,; and Style I
'Ivalld Tuesday-Frfday. IValid Tuesday-Friday.
LJlS.9S v~:,',.:.w$6.9S----IIiIiL'E'lII _
m
and discriminatory--treatment'
had been given minority students.
The case went to the U.S. Su- '
preme Court, which ruled that
Divis' quota system amounted to
reverse discrimination. The court
ordered Bakke accepted at the
,med school. The ruling has had
major impacts on professional
schools' admissions procedures.
Some law school administrators,
however, blame the decline in the
. number of black enrollees on
simple competion, not on affirm-
ative action programs allegedly
gutted by the Bakke decision.
i=lobert Stane<.k,assistant dean
of admissions at George V\ash-
ington, says "we admitted more
minority students than ever this
year, but a lower percentage came
to register." Penn admissions
director Arnold J. Miler says that
was just a case of law schools
competing for fewer minority stu-
dents.
"There was an overall drop in the
number of minority applications
to law schools, which means that
Harvard had to search a little
further, and dig a little .. lJI.41en
they do, it's a game of musical
chairs, and it goes on down the
list Everybody else then has to dig
deeper, or get fewer enrolled."
i}
_' L. ; ,,~.' ...._ ....... -,. - .- ..
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Cross-Country
Team Ptoces
Fourth
Paul Rossi
Arbiter Staff
Boise State's women's pmss-
country team traveled to Pocatello
for the Idaho State Invitational
Saturday. BSU finished - fourth
overall with 89 points behind
\t\'foming, first, 30; Utah,second,
54; and Idaho State, third. 76.
Jody Smith avenged last week's
loss to the Utah star who edged
Jody out of first in the BSU Open
last week at Ann lvbrrison. Smith
placed third in 19:56 thereby
. topping the 6th place Dalebout
(20:03).
Juanita Neff. 19:39, and Laura
Anderson. 19:49. both from Divi-
sion I ""Yoming. finished one and
two respectively.
Judy srnttn, J.ody's twin, was
keeping pace with her sister until
a fall at the top of the first hill
shook her up briefly. Even with
the fall she was able to recover
enough to finish 13th overall.
1l)e weather was no help either
as it was cold. windy. and rainy.
"It was a real challenge and the
gins handled it very well." said
head coach Basil Dahlstrom.
Other finishers for Boise State
were Gail Smith (24). Cindy Blaser
(25). Cherry Gardner (27). Beth·
Rupprecht (30), Terry Johnston
(32), Lisa Pugliese (34). and Lisa
Johnston (39).
All the races the gins have had
up until now become meaningless
on Nov. 3 when the team will
travel to Spokane for the re-
gionals.
The top three teams and the top
fifteen individual athletes from
that meet will move on to the
.Nationals to be held In Florida this
year.
through college.A'ndifyou neeaaserof
wheels to get you around campus, check out
the sporty Fords for the 80's. _
Lo~kfor lnSi~ IFImfs amtiwJing sems
cf~~~
FORD
Conducting telethons, waiting tables or
parking cars may not be the only ways to
help you pay for college. There may be a
scholarship or grant available that you've
overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting
back on expenses. Read the next issue of
Insider and find out. .
Ford hopesttus next issue of Insiderwill
give you a "better idea" for paying your way
FORD DIVISION
Keepsake®
Registered Diamond Rings
A Keepsake diamond ring.
guaranteed ill writing to assure
perfect clarity. finewhite
color, precise cut ...
and permanently registered. .:
"Wher« Dreurn- Cnml' True".. Cali- ...
tJe~ders
llOWIItOW\lI DOl"' VlllTA VILLAGE
. WEllTGAT1! MAlL KAllCHER MALL
.. ... .;. .... - ....-.
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Hogskin Hijinks'WAHTE :SCholarly, consclentlous
BSU Itudent to work al
Proolf·Roeder. Mull work
Tuesday eves. Typing .
abllllydesoreable.· Apply
8:30 to 4:30 Mon thru Fri.
The Unlvenlly Arbller 2nd
lloor SUB 385-1484
by Jerry.Richards
University Arbiter
Upsets seem to be as much the
rule as the exception in Division
I-M, and after seven weeks of
play there are no of late unde-
teated teams left. This is good
and bad - good, in that it might
almost assure that the official Big
•Sky champion, be In Reno or
M>ntana State, will gel into the
playoffs If It goes undefeated from
he.reon in. .
Bad, In that it doesn't help
football prognosticators one bit,
Ah, me - Northern Arizona has
been chopped down twice In the
last two weeks, GramblinQ over-
came no. 2 Jackson State after a
faltering early season, Florida
A&M suffered its first loss to
prideful Tennessee State, et al.
fY\kly is it that Boise State seems
to do its best during seasons
when It's' ineligible for post-sea;
son play? This would have been a
marvelous opportunity for the
Broncos to vault Into the No. 1
spot.i.) .
Sour grapes. At any rate, onry
one game of the titanic struggle
, ,class appears on the scene this
week, and It may be less of an
excitement than It promises.
Eastern Kentucky, frustrated after
a grueling 8-6 defeat of cross-
state rival \/\.estern, prepares to let
. it all loose against smart-aleck
MJrray State,and claim the
undisputed Ohio Valley league'
.lead.
In fact, for the rest of the
, season the only game In I-M
where both contenders will have a
shot at a league title appears to be
BSU's Nov. 10 game at Reno. All .
the rest look to be decided by
current league leaders' and oc-
casional spoilers.
But I digress - Idallo State
takes a one-week hiatus to prepare
forthe \l'\eber State Wldcats, who
will have faced Boise State this
Saturday. Considering \l'\eber's
recent dumping of NAU the
Bronco secondary best beware of
Bill Kelly and Co. From all
appearances, BSU's M:lvlng Com-
pany can take care ofifs own
challenges.
. Bsewhere, Idaho, flushed with
victory over tvbntana, travels to
M3U flushed with a more slgnifi-
(Locally Owned)
"Complete Weight Training for Serious Athletes,
Both Men and Women."
Featuring equipment by Stephen DeWitt,
Jackson and. Nautilus.
$239
$189
Rates: one month three months one year
Adults:
Students:
$39
$32
$98
$79
Hours: Monday-Friday 8 am-9 pm
Saturday 8 am-3 pm
CONDOR GYM
2405 Bogus Basin Road
Boise 345.,,3462
Come in for free workout,
cant victory over NAU; the Lum-
berjacks themselves havea scape-
goat In Northern Colorado after
losing a national No.4 rank and
any chance for a Big Sky title;
tvbntana hosts a \l\blfpack des-
perate for victory and a second
straight I-M playoff spot.
Facts.and Fungus: . .
Lact \!\l:ie1<:6,3 (miscounted.)
cumulative: 48-20-1,.708 (les'
holdln' on ... ) ..'
Big Sky: 30-6, .833 (and I'm
.definitely not favoring \l'\eber this
week)
'Thls weekend the Broncos, who
are 7-6-1 for the season, travel to
Ashland, Oregon for the Southern
Broncos
by Mke Ri"plinger
Arbiter Staff
Tracy Allen and Sue Schenk led
the Boise State \l\bmen's Field •
I-bckey team as they romped over
central Vlbshington University
and University of Idaho last week-
o end.. BSU did however suffer a
setbackat the hands of Division I
powerhouse, Vlbshington State,
in a close 1-0 game.
. Allen and Schenk knocked in
two goals apiece and' Joan
Pittaway added another as. the
Broncos blew out Central
Vlbshington 5-
The highlight of the weekend
was the win over Idaho, who the
Broncos barely beat .2-1 in a
double overtime thriller earlier this
season. BSU continued the great
defense that they've been demon-
strating the past few weeks,
shutting-out the Vandals.
After a scoreless first half, BSU
took it to the Idaho Vandals and
Whipped them 3-0, as Allen,
,Schenk, and Pittaway each scored
a goal. Allen also contributed two
assists.
"The first half was even, but we
came out fired up in the second
half and scored early, which took
Oregon Invitational. BSU play the.
University of Califomia-Qivls, the
University of Pacific, and Oregon
College of Education.
This \l'\eek's Curiosities:
Boise State 35, Weber State 14
Montana State 'lJ, Idaho 20 (I'm
listening to thalonel)
SChedule 7, Idaho statet
Nevada-Reno 21, Montana 10
Northern Arizona 42, Northern
Colorado 17
Grambling 59, Texas Southern 3 (Hot
damn)
Thriller 01· lhe Wook: Kentucky. 28,
Murray 14 .
Massachusetts .35, Connecticut 20
Boston u.. 24, Rhode Island 17 (At least
their lootballteam Is solely Integrated.)
Florida A&M 45, Tuskegee 7 ' .
LatayettG 21 ~ Maine 0:
Portland State 42, Cal Poly SLO 21
own
the Vandals by surprise, " said
Coach Jayne Van ~senhove.
"After that score, we got our
momentum up and became more
and more aggressive as time went
on."
In the v\sU game, the Broncos
gave an excellent defensive effort,
but were unable to score against
the tough Cougars.
"Our defense looked very good
against v\sU, but thelr def~nse
simply played a little better," said
Van Vlbssenhove. "tv'bnyaspects
of our game went w~1I for us and
I'm happy with the girls efforts
considering they played a Division
I team," she added.
"Our progress to this point in
the season is encouraging. \I'\e
hope to keep Improving right up to
regionals," Van \I\l:issenhove said .:
The regional qualifying tourna-
ment where only the top placer is
eligible for the nationals, will be
held in Eugene, Oregon on Nov. I
9-10.
This weekend the Broncos, who
are 7-6-1 for the season, travel to
Ashland, Oregon for the Southern .
Oregon Invitational.' BSUplaythe
University of Callfornla-Davis, the
University of Pacific, and Oregon
College of Education.
- r
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UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP
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@Windsor (l')§un·Tour
@Shimano ~SR
@Campy Parts
5% off on Racing, Touring
& Commuter Accessories
with BSU Ide
Group rides every Sunday at 9 am:
call for info
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Broncos Embarrass Bengals
"It was a tough game for' us
because Idaho. State, presented
some problems in the first half.
They were playing very good
defense and make it hard for us to
block them," said Coach Jim
Criner. "'IVa made some adjust-
ments the second half and really
came out after them."
Mnter slashed through the
Bengals defense for 141.yards on
17carries and two touchdowns.
His first TO came ana 69 'Yard
burst late in the first quarter to put
by Mke Riplinger
Arbiter Staff
the Broncos on the scoreboard.
Mnter, onlyajunlor, Is 57 yards
short of breaking tbe all-time Big
Sky rushing record. 'Former
'lVaberState star LeeW1ite holds
the record, rushing for 3,062 yards
betwoo'liW5-67.
"Last year we didn't have near
the balance between our rushing
attack and our passing attack as
we do this year so we had to use
Cedric more," said Criner of his
All-American tailback. "But he's
running better than ever, and with
Terry zahner healthy and sharing
time with Cedric, we havea better
rushing attack.
zahner ran for two touchdowns
and 98 yards on only 7 tries for an
amazing 14 Yard per carry. ,
Lineman DJug Scott and line-
backer can Wiliams led the
defensive effort forthe Broncos as
they kept the Bengals 'shut down
, the entire game. '
"I am very happy with the play
of our defense," said Crlner..
"They came up with the big plays
whenever we needed them."
'Wiliams' key interception after
only two plays had elapsed into
the second half gave us a great
emotional lift and started us
__rQ.llil}g," said Criner.
'Scott led the defense with 14
tackles. ''There IS no question
that he'll play somewhere In the
pros, he's a great ballplayer,"
added Criner.
Wth wins over their in-state
rivals, BSU has won the annual
GemState Trophy, which goes to
the State Champion of Idaho. The
award will be presented to BSU at
the weekly BAA luncheon, M:1O-
day, Oct. 29 at noon in the
Student ,Union Building.
Boise State started slow but
umed it on in the second half to
low out Idaho State and eam a
win over the winless Bengals
Bronco Stadium Saturday
ight.
Bel1ind the illusive running of
rtc Mnterand the determined
lay of thedeferise, the Broncos
uried the Bengals to keep Idaho
tate's perfect record intact 0-7.
Joseph Allotti rips off a long run against ISU with Bob lIIbrkovich
trailing the action. Photo by George Ragan
All-American runningback Cedric Mnter dives over /$U defenders
& BSU blockers for six. Mnter is 57 yards short of the elt-tlme Big
Sky pushing record. Photo by George Ragan
The Bronco's next opponent will last year he led the nation in total
be the 'lVaber State Wldcats in offense and was the nation's
Ogden, Utah. second leading passer, This year
The Wldcats, 1-6 for the sea- hehascompleted550f110passes
son, picked up their only win for 669yards and six touchdowns.
when they upset previously un- "D:Jfensively the Wldcats are
beaten Northem Arizona 34-10two Verystrong. Wth Otto Ribary and
weeks ago in Ogden. the rest of their Iivebacking crew,
"It will 'fake an outstanding- -they haveas good a group as there
effort for us to beat V\eber is in the league," said Criner ..
because they have an excellent Ribary, an exceptional
defense and play very well at linebacker, is a first team All-Big
home," said Criner. ''They also Sky retumee and has 74 tackles so
havea big play man in quarterback far this year. He is helped out by
Bill Kelly who has given new life sophomore linebacker, Danny
to the offense with his ability to Rich; who leads the team with 75
move the team through the air," tackles.
Criner added. The game can be heard on KBOI
Kelly, a massive 6-4 and 235 Radio, 670 AM with Paul
Ibs., has the size, to play line- Schneider calling the action start-
backer. But at Allen Hancock JC ing at 1:10 p.m.
Old Boise at 609 Main 'St.
Eat and run? Sure! Savor your food and r~lax? You~~t! At MAINSTREET 1910
you make the choice. Either way you 11get nutrmous. wholesome food,
d quickly and served with a"smile. We're proud {)fthe food we serve.
prepare . ill lik it t, We're confident y~uWile I 00. .
Give us a try for lunch, dinner, or a mid-day.snack, We atsoencourese take out orders.
TBEET 1910.lt'$YOUI' choice!
.:
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(UA) The deadline for filing
rosters for men's basl<etball, and
coed and. men's wlleyball has
boon.moved up to this 'lhursday,'
OCtober 25th.
For further Information contact
" , .. "0'7' , •.•. ,~. :';',' ",~,.,." ,..... .- ,. -_. ,;' Ross Vaughn at ext. 1131. •
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'JIlAll STAR" CANVAS
HI..TOP BASKETBALL SHOES
MOW ONLY
America's most popular hi-top basketball shoe! DJrable
cotton canvas duck uppers featuring cushioned Insoles.
Famous All Star Outsole for great stop/start traction.
Sizes 4-11. Wllte only. #9162.
ofADLAZEI\HI·TOP"
FIDI!J'lfllGLASS 01\ ofADRUIHLOW· ofA~DDUL·JADDAI\"
lIOn A TOP"D.ASKETDALL RUDDER ofAYOP·FLlTEi00"
DAC~~~~~ SHOES , . . BASKETBALL, .LEATHER. .
:." as «o95:h'fas3
2
"4
9
,·o8e8a•• $1~ 9099 DA::Il:Lft518" sturdy metal goa! with Reg.'/ ..; Wlson's "Indestructo" ~95 ~7 9 "."3/4" fiberglass backboard 32.95 . 9 . basketball featuring tough .
and weatherproof net. Galf-leather uppers with pebble grain cover and Top grade, fUlly leather
Backboard measures 36" x polyfoam tongue and Spen- balanced nylon 500 wlnd- covered basketball meets
48" with NBA approved co Innersole for blister lng. Oftlca!' size and all NBA regulations of size
orange outlines. # 5002 protection. weight. _#B1316. and .....-elght.
RUSSELLMEN'S 6·
DOY'S GYM SHORTS
Comfortable polyester/cotton blend
shorts With-vent leg., Trimmed with
contrasting binding. Come in
, assorted cotors.
S-M-L-XL
3 LOCATIONS
TO SEI\VE YOU!
IN DOISE: 3rd & Main
Fairview 6 Curtis
IHHAMPA: 1031 Mampa Blvd.
Tourney
Preps
(UA)-After a successful. weekend
in which the BSU women's volley-
ball team won two out of three
league matches, the Bronco wo-
men now have more than a week
and four matches to prepare for
the Interstate league qualifying
toumament for regional play.
Coach Darlene Bailey said the
squad, now.9-Ton the season, will
need work on offense to fare well
In the tourney in Ellensburg,
Vleshlngton,Nov 2-3.
BSUwill havethe opportunity to
tune up with matches against
smaller college opponents,
Wlitworth of Spokane and North-
west Nazarene at Nampa this
Friday and Saturday, and College
of southern Idaho and Treasure
Valley CC at home Tuesday night.
BSU's league record Is noiN3-3,
good for a fourth seal. out of seven
in the upcoming tourney, after last
weekend's action at VlkStern
Vleshlngton U. In Bellingham.
The Broncos touqht off the
lJ{llversltyof Portland 15-9, 13-15,
17-15 after coming from a 5-11 '
deficit In the third game; then took
WNJ 15-10, 15-9,Friday. The
next day, Central Vleshlngton beat
BSU in a tough match, 15-3,
15-17, 15-6.
Bailey noted, "Once again our
defense was strong .. Our offense
improved but still needs work ...
Our passing broke down In the
match against CV\U" she said.
Boise stote
'Hosts Meet
(BSU)- The Boise State cross
country team hosts its only meet
of the fall this Saturday, OCt. 29 at
11 a.m. The BSU Invitational, a
10,000 rneter run at Ann tv'orrlson
Park, features the Broncos, Idaho,
State, VI.A:lberstate and Eastern
VleshinQton. -
"l do expect our runners to do
very well In this 10,000 meter
race," BSU cross country coach
Ed Jacoby said. lilt will be
excellent competition and a good
tune-up .before our Big Sky Con-
ference meet In Prow on Nov.
10th."
Jacoby said his team needs to
get on the right track following a
disappointing run at the BYU
Invitational held in Heber City, ur
this past Friday. On a short
10,000 meter course, the Univer-
sity of Texas, EI Paso was the
winner with 27 points. Bolse
State finished 8th in the 11 teain
field.
Karl Knapp, was BSU's top
finisher with a 30:14 clocking.
Knapp finiShed 30th overall and
was followed by teammates Dave
Steffens,30:18, I-bward Conley,
30:19, Tom Rothenberger, 30:45
and, D3.ve Blackburn.: lJfEP's
Sulelman Nyamby won the race in
28;00.5.
"I'm not pleased with our per-
formance," Jacoby. said. . "VI.A:l
need Improvement and I know this
group Is capable of more than
what we've shown to date. They
also know It. we 'wlll definitely
run better the next time out."
Special Note
BroncoCqgers Begin Practice-
OCTOBER24.'979 C, If)
_'----..,...--------------J?l , p~~r:~~t---------U-N-IV-ER-S-ITY-AR-B-IT-ER-'-S..,...---
outside scoring punch we've
needed,'~Conner said.
Retumlng to the frontline Is 6-9
junior center cave Richardson;
An honorable mention All-Big Sky
choice last season.
Joining him will be retuming
starter John Anderson, a 6-9
senior forward, 6-7 sophomore
forward rvbtt Wlderson, and 6-10
junior forward Larry M::Klnney,
who is coming off a redshirt year.
6-9 John rvbyfleld will be
playing in his' senior year as a
forward and back-Up center. Two
6-6 freshmen, DerekAnderson and
Randy Brown join the program
this fall.
Tom L1oy,a 9-6 senior will see
time at both forward and guard.
. ,Two 6-3 guards, senior Lonnie
Hughes and junior Rodger Bates
are back, with three new players in
the backcourt. Junior caw
Wiliams (6-1), Scot Ludwig (6-
2) and Ken Copeland (6-0) bring
experience and ability to the
backcourt.
• BSlJ.1he Boise State University
baSketball team began practice
~, M:mday,' Oct. 15, In preparation
~. for the 1979-80 season. .
~. The first Bronco game Is Nov.
i;; 30 at Santa Clara.
BSUhead basketball coach Bus
~" Connor, In his seventh season at
the helm, has 13 players on the
79-80 roster. Conner, only one of "DJring the season, I thought we
two active coaches in the Big Sky Jacked consistent outside scoring
to have won league titles (1975- and floor leadership," Conner
76), Is optimistic that his team will added. '
Improve on last year's 11-15 mark., This season, I think we'll be
"I felt last season we were hurt putting a relatively experienced
early because of our difficult ,team on the floor,and I anticipate
schedule and our inexperience in great things from our grards. W3
ptaylng together," Conner said. should" find the leadership and
, ,,._---ctober
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Thursday overnber 1
8: Spec Center
50¢ 'student
Sl~OOGeneral
See Some of BSUTalent
Prizesto be Given away
Waterbed, Weekend for TWO,
Records, Stereo, Jewelry
I. BSU - I{'FX - iKE
I Super 58
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rn,o Demint Danc(I f@r
SQv(tBng of th& Tt~~s Un
Juna 'Davis Park
Join KFXD anndl'DS1J and]
'til•.Twilight Van Club '
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DcurIlc''-"to-Save Tfii TI\EESi
Students $ 41o«JGeo&fQl $2°~
During
Homecoming ,,e.k,
The 30th Annual IKE Toilet Bowl
Coming Soon
Game Announcers
Don Kelly & Charlie Fox
I Dorm (Chaffee) All Stars
" \IS Greek Ail Stars
SUBBallroom'
Bring your own Pillow arid a Friend
-~; ft.l:1lm ~ ~
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l~eGreat American, Talent Show
Boise'St~te University'
, i TKE" and KFXD
Will Be Staging a
Variety Talent Show
rry-outs-Ocf. '2'5'0 :00
'at the SPEC Center
Thursday Nov 1 in Celebration of Homecoming Week.
Grand Prize is a Water Bed!!!, '
Other. Possible Prizes are "
" Stereo, Weekend for Two Red Une Inn,
Recorllp ReCording, Session.
Pick-Up Application' at the Info Booth
.'.
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"Gamma Rays" PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz
11MAWAKE!
THE ANSWER IS "BONK"
~ eONK!i?,
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by Bud Humphrey
Arbiter Staff
D:lsplte its 'name, the Thunder-
Ing Herd is not the rowdiest big
band in existence, nor Is it. the
loudest or most musically obnox-
lous. It's simply a good, solid,
laid back but spirited group of fine
musicians, and it's bandlsader
1JI.b0dyHerman, one of the few big
band originals 8tiH around, who
keeps it from becoming altogether
tame.
n's
whistleable melodies, snappy and
short solos, weeping sax harmon-
ies and identifiable rhythm.
The old trooper hlrnsel! grabs a
solo passage In neany, every
number, usually on the trusty
clarinet. But with a few brilliant
exceptions It's just to keep the
music moving for a short while,
until another soloist or principal
passage takes over, He holds
back until numbers like the classic
"lJI.bodchoppei"s Ball". to really
show his stuff, and it's there that
he moves the ebony stick to
At their October 19 concert in produce the greasiest of low tones
the SUB Ballroom, the Herd and the most jarring of highs, and
quickly established a propensity , make the listener belie~ every
for good old 4Os-style jazz num-note.
bers. Rat~er than the long ,and IVbst of Herman's conducting
often bonng solo ~XCUrsIO~S is done before the band 'ever
based on weak melodic matenal reaches the stage; In front of a
that seem to plague much of d he doesn't even bother to
today's jazz, both big band and fro: the band through whole
electronic Herman. perfers the ea,' hid k
five-la-seven minute staples, with sectlO,ns that t ey a rea y now
t BSU
how to play. VIAlen he conducts
for effect, the movements are
terse, matter of fact, and convey
of feeling of ''we already know '
how this goes, but I'm just making
sure we do it right... "
Herman even belts out an
occaslonal and perfectly passable
blues song, and lends a forties'
touch to the screamingly con-
temporary soprano sax.
There's a vintage jazz quality to
just about everything this band
does. VIAlena melodious ballad
comes up, Herman tums to soul-
fiJI trombonist Gene Smith to give
it a classically mellow tinge. The
uncommon arrangement of three
tenor saxes and one baritone add
to the Mller-D:lrsey flavor of the
overall sound.
Pianist Jerry tvblegi plays as the
newer pianists don't seem to, with
Rick
by Kim Dalrymple
Arbiter Staff
The Idaho Public Theatre's pro-
duction of Paul Zlndel's The Effect
of Gamma Rays on MJ.n-in-the-
fvbon MJ.rigolds opens OCt. 25 for
a two week run at the '(I.JIJJA
The title of the play is a
metaphor for Beatrice, a destitute
widow who copes -wIth failure by
withdrawal into herself, and the
effects, both good and bad, that
she has on her teen-aged daugh-' for twelve years. Producer-dlr-
ters, lillie and Ruth. The Pulitzer ector for IPT, he also directed
- Prize, Oble and NY [)ama'Critics "Same lime Next Year" which
Circle Award-winning play is a played at the Holiday Inn last year.
drama with light moments pro- The play will be presented in an
vided by Beatrice's dry observa- intimate cabaret-style setting:
tlons of the world. small tables of fourwith wine and
Beatrice is played by Barbara hor'd'oeuvres .avauame,
Lane, who worked in Hollywood in The play will be presented at
movies and 1V commercials be- 8:15 on Thursday, Friday, and
fore coming to this area recently. Saturday nights, OCt. 25 through
lillie is played by Katie K1lgrew, Nov. 10. Admission is $4.50 on
.a student of theatre at North Jr. Friday and Saturday, and on
High, who performed in' SI. Thursday nights general admis-
Mchael's Cathedral's production sion Is $3.50 with a special
of Godspelliast year. discount rate of $2.50 for senior
Ruth Is played by Trish ~nre, a cltlzens and students.
BSU theatre arts major and a Thetroope begins a two-week
fashion and 1V model, w~o re- statewide tour, sponsored by The
cently placed in the top ten of 200 Idaho Commission on the Arts, at
contestants in a modeling con- the end of November. '
test in New York City. Besides playwriting;' Paul'
Jane \fIkaver is featured as the Zl'ndell is one of the' foremost,
ancient but endearing "Nanny" young adult fiction writers in the
boarder in Beatrice's home. country. His works, which' in-
Sandy Fauver plays a short clude, "tvly Darling, tvly Ham-
cameo as Janice Vickery, a burger," and "Excuse M:l, You're
science fair finalist with an inter- Stepping on tvly Eyeball," often
esting theory on feline anatomy. deal with the creation of fantasy
Phil Schmidt, director of this .sltuatlons as a means of coping
play, has been involved in theatre wilh unhappiness.
Your Molenaar's
Repr~sentatives
on Campus
1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bronco Stadium
WE flEATURE A WIDE VAI\IETY
OF CLEAN USEDEQUIPMENT
,COME IN AND LOOK AT THESE VALUES:
r{1
r;IPat
Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewefry Watches
Earrings ' Peridants
and much more
rrJ~
Jewelers
-OVERLAND STORE-
•Nikkormat FT2 Body'
$129.00
• Hasselblad 500CM
w/250mm Sonnar and'
2-120 backs $995.00
• Leica M3 w/50mm 2.0
Summlcron $359.00
• Petri 35mm SLR
w/50mm f1.4 $129.00
.• Vivltar Ser.1 70-210
CaIl'.m MI. $319.00
KODACOLOR
Developand Print
Special
24 Exp.-$3.59
ASA 400 - Add .50
COUPON
-
1113 MAIN STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83702
208/343-0180
6883 OVERLAND ROAD
BOISE, IDAHO 83705 '
208/317-0230
-DOWNTOWN STORE-
• Leica M3 w/Dual Range
50mm 2.0 Summlcron
$439.00
• Nikon F.2 w/55mm 1.2
$499.00
• Pentax KX Body
$129.00
• Nikkor 135mm 3.5
$125.00
• Canon '35mm 3.5
$79.00
KODACOLOR
Develop and Print
Special
36 Exp.-S5.99
ASA4OO-Add .50
COUPON
OC1PBER 24,1979
Ralph Nader, the nation's pre-
Oller consumeradvocate who has
, been called everything from muck-
~ rakerto public defender, will bring
~ his documented criticisms of
f govemment and industry to Boise
~, State University in a guest appear-
ance OCt., 26. ,
He will speak at 8 p.m. in the
BSU gymnasium. Tickets will be -
available at the door for $3 general
admission and $1 BSU student
admission. Nader's appearance is
sponsored by the Associated Stu-
dent Body of BSU.
The crusading' attomey first
made headlines In 1965 with his
book "Unsafe at Any Speed", the
scathing Indictment against the
auto industry's production of un-
safe vehicles. He has since been
responsible for at least six major
federal consumer protection laws.
Nader has' also been respons-
ible for the recall of millions of
defective vehicles, advances in
safety and improvements in sani-
tation, pollution control, adver-
tising credibility and politlco-
economic power. -
Today, he speaks of the
growing "imperialism" of multi-
national corporations and of a
convergence of giant corporate
and govemment power that he
says resembles the textbook defi-
nition of corporate socialism.
Nader argues that it is time for
the consumer movement to ad-
f'
L.
f
!', ~
i'
vance from ad hoc reforms to
structural economic change' and
,new forms' of consumer organ-
izations.
After Nader's lecture Friday
there will be an organizational
meeting for a consumer advocate
group, Idaho Student Public Inter-
est Research Group (ISPIRG).
D:ltai,ls will be announced at the
lecture.
Hank Aaron
ComestoBSU
, '
V\tlat began as a child's love
affair with baseball and culmi-
nated in a record-breaking home
run will be the story presented by
Hank Aaron, Boise State Univer-
sity's third guest lecturer for the
.year,
Aaron will speak at 8 p.rn., OCt.
31, In the SUB Ballroom at BSU.
Admission will be $2 general and
$1 for BSU students at the door.
Aaron's appearance is sponsored,
by the Associated Students of
BS~. '
Aaron holds 18 major league
records and was voted most
valuable player of the Atlanta
Braves six times. He has been
honored as National League most
valuable player and named player
of the year by Sporting News
Mlgazine. In addition, Aaron held
a place on the National League All
Star Team a total of 16 times.
t)~~4Air' U_N_IV_E_R_S_IT_Y_A_R_B_IT_E_R_I_7_
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WONDER WART-HOG "The Nurds of November''' by Gilbert Shelton
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
a thorough knowledqe of the
chord changes and how to make
the most ot them. And even on a
number as modem as Chick
Corea's "La Fiesta", there's an
undeniable old school trick - the
bass trombone slide ever so
brashly into the final bass note.
Yet a couple of newer elements
fit in amazingly well. Ironically,
the soloist with the most radical
style, tenor saxist Frank Taberi, is
the longest standing member of
the band. Taberi plays with all the
Intensity and color of a John
Coltrane, and in fact in "Count-
down,' reproduces a Trane solo
note by note. His jagged, offbeat
riffs· find a home even in the
relatively placid number "Early
On," where they might not for a
less saWoJsaxist. .
Jim Baum's fleugelhom isn't
exactly an old-style big band
intrument, but is effective in
delivering a rounder tone than
some vulgar trumpet. And the
musician behind it certainly
knows how to wind around a
melody, something that'll buy you
an audience no matter what the
decade.
The HEirman repertoire stretches
all the way from Corea and Chuck
IvMgione to Aron Copland's
"Fanfare for the Common 1vM"
and Faure's "Pavane," yet with
every innovation the sound stays
consistent. And with WlOdy's
background, and his musicianship
, in general, that ain't a bad result.
BSUand KFXD58
present
~Mlll
CONC(~T
Tuesday NOVa 6, 1979, with
special guest
two exdusive srows
7pmandlOpm
Students 5.00' General 7.00 StudentU.nion Ballroom
tickets' available at
SUBInfo. Booth Nickleodeon. Both Mus!Cworks,DJs City of Sound, Budget Records & Tapes and Odyessey .
• Sludents must by buy tickets at info. booth.
E~TERT
~~~~~~~F!!!O;;;t H;!!a!!!lI!!!ow~ee!!!n!!!!!~Area Stamp'
Costumes
.345-i383 Collectors Meet
See A.d: Page 7
\
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FAIDAY-5AT-5UN
The Event of
Our Time -
WOODSTOCK
PLUS "SGT. PEPPER"·
- OPEN 7:00- SHOW AT 7:30
o - 0 ., ••
7051 Overland Rd. 377·3072
7:15
9:15
TEAMS 0 FRATERNITIES 0 SORORITIES 0 CLUBS
With a new hairstyle, designed
exclusively for you, by the lrnagernaker.'
Come in and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the best .
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS, Day s, Evening.
or .;t Complimentary Consultation
336·9111
Imagemaker
....
BG-IDAPEX 79, the fifth annual
stamp exhibition and course
sponsored jointly by the Boise
Stamp Club and the Boise State
University Stamp Club will be held
October 27 & 28 at the BSU
Student Union Building, Big Four
Room.
Show hours will be 10 am to 8
pm Saturday October 27, and 10
am to 5 pm Sunday October 28.
Admission is free and the public is.
invited. ..' "
.Thepurpose of BG-IDAPEX i~ to
promote philatelic knowledge,
philatelic research, and philatelic
appreciation among stamp col-
lectors and the non-collecting
public. .
Th'e show will feature cornpetl-
. tive exhibits from Boise, the'
. Treasure Valley, and Salt Lake'
City. A pewter decanter and set of
- wine goblets will be awarded to
the besf exhibit. Other awards
include silver bowls, plaques,
medals, and ribbons. For the
second year the Founders Award
will be...presentedto the best
exhibit entered by a Boise Stamp
Club member.
Sixteen dealers from through-
out the Northwest wili be present
at the bourse.
The Boise Post Office wili
operate a branch station. during
show hours and wili offer a
pictorial cancel commemorating
one of Idaho's endangered wild-
flowers. A cacheted cover de-
. signed .by Boise artist Fred
Fritchman will be Issued in con-
junction with the show.
OCTOBER 24.1979
BSU art student Fred Fritchman designed this rendering of
Aenothera asespirtosa var. psommophila, an evening primrose, for
an envelope to be issued at Bo-Idapex 79. Theparticular primrose,
found only In Fremont County, is on Idaho s endangered wildflower
list. See article.
®
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A Film Buy-line
some slap-stick comedy make up
the very long and tiresome movie
''10.'' All aging songwriter be-
comes obsessed with his increas-
ing years and consequently
younger "broads." V'i3've all seen
the "all that glitters is not gold"
theme clone over and over and...
There are some really ridiculous
scenes and situations, some tits
and ass, and that's all there is to
it. Even Julie Andrews, Mss
W1olesome herself, 'cannot save
this one. Forget it.
Alice Jensen (O) Laced with
overkill and cliche of script and
scene, ''10'" nevertheless main-
tains believability of character,
semi-sensitively portrays two
generations and manages an oc-
casional flash of quality. It's about
42-year-old George Webber's
sudden compulsion to chase the
disappearing rainbow of youth.
He ends up scampering back to
the comfort of his "elevator rnu-
slc" generation when he can't get
quite into the "OJ It in the Road"
Anth.ony Burt (no stars, no mentality. I'vbore handles well
turkeys), Julie Andrews looks fine what spots of excellence his role
and, thankfully, sings little. possesses; Andrews is good as
Dudley Moore, star of one of the the successful singer and woman- Don Barclay-Cn a scale'of one to
funniest films ever made, {re- friends Sam (George's age) avold- ten, Blake Edwards' "10" rates
member those nuns in the English ing any traces of tvbry Poppins. out at about a two minus. There
convent ecstatically bouncing a- Finally, Bo ~rek as Jennefer the . are only a few moments of humor
wayan trampolln_es?),manages a' beauty Is "a vision", but posses- scattered through two long hours
few fitfully funny scenes. But the . ses enough lntelllqence and depth of beautiful people decadence, and
film is sanitized and spiritless and to prove she's more than lovely these moments are only due to the
best described by one of the film's meat - which the audience dis- efforts of Dudley Moore. The
characters, a luscious piece of. covers no sooner in the film than spaces between laughs are filled
California lunchmeat, as "Eleva- V'i3bber does. a with boring conversations and
tor muzak." Or, to translate Into If it 'Intrigues you, see it - it's musical drivel that is guaranteed
'BOise terminology, .the sort of definitely not a must. to have you counting the ju-Jubes
fodder that fills your ear when you stuck to the back of the seat In
wanderlnto Skaggs, Albertson's, • ' . front of you. Oh well, what can
Grand Central, or when you are cA one expect from a movie that has .
put on HOLD when phoning some Barbara Jones ( ) Trite Mary Popplns and a girl with rocks
. classyBolse business. dialogue and a feeble attempt. at in her hair as sex symbols.
Our panel 01critics rates a 111ma week,
using aone to lour star system. One 15 low;
lour Is high. Should a movie w.Jrrant It, a
correlating one to lour turkey system walts
In the wings (so to speak). •
The panel consists of three highly
sophisticated students and one crotchety
. faculty member who thinks he's real smart.
this week's film 15 "10". now playing at
Plaza Twin Cinema 2.
PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz
,HERE'S THE FIERCE'
Pt(T1-ION SLiTHERIN6
ALONG THE GROUND...
"10"
Produced and
dlreetedby
Starring
Blllke Edward3
Dudley MUOn)
Julie Androwa
BoDenlk
SLOWLl( HE 8EGINS
10 SLITHER UP A
HUGE JUNGLE TREE
"',:
"
Burning 01 the "B": Table Rock, dusk
7:30 prn
I!AA luncheon & IIIms: 11 :45 am, SUB
Ballroom
Classic Tranquility Meditation lor
Boglnners: The Open, Path, 7:30 pm,
703 N. 18th, 342-0208
Crowning 01 Homecoming Royalty:
SUB Lookout, 8 pm
Tuesday Oct. 30
TKE Tc!!et Bowl Football: girls, 6:30
prn, boys, 8 prn, Bronco Stadium
Women's Flold hockey: vs. NNC
TYCC, 4 prn, here.
one-en-one Intramural baskotball
starts: tournament
ChangIng Rol83 01 Mon & Women:
Workshop, "Men In a Changing
World," by Planned Parenthood, 7-9
pm, Planned Parenthood office, 214
E. Jefferson, 345-0760
Wednesday Oct. 0~
All Hallow's Eve: watch lor spooksl
Hank Aaron: ASB Guest Lecture, 8
pm, SUB Ballroom
ASBSU Senate mooting: 4 pm, Senate
Chambers, students welcome
Bolso Chess Club: 7 pm, SUB Senate
Chambers
The University ArbltQ.r: Issue 119
'-~p with t~ papor8. Essayi Irom"
lUlar (SA english, MA' History). call
Steve 344-0094.
. ednesday Oct. 24
HomecomIng elections
Charl83 David Wrlght Poetry serl83:
James Welch, Native American
Indian novellslf poet , 8 pm, Boise .
Gallery 01 Art. Free.
Murder on the Nile, Boise Lillie
Theatre: 8:15 pm, 100 E. Fort
Reallly Therapy: Schools Without
Falluf\l:Workshop by Dr. William
Glasser, 9 am - 4:30. .prn, SUB
Ballroom .
Abortion & Your Body: Reproductive
Freedom Workshop by Boise N.O.W.
and Planned Parenthood, 7:30-9:30
pm, Anderson Ctr. Rm. A3, 101 W.
Bannock. 345-0760. Free.
ASBSU Senate meeting: 4 pm, SUB
Senate Chambers '
The University Arbiter, Issue #8
Thu.rsday Oct.25
Homecoming elecllons
Rostens duo lor one-en-one Intramural'
. ,basketball '
The elleet 01 Gamma Rays -011--
Man-In-the-Moon Marlgolda: Idaho
Public Theater, opening nIght,
8:15 prn, YWCA 720 Washington.
Student discount nlght.344-2434 lor
reservations. .
Murder on the Nile: I30lse Lillie
Theatre, 8:15 prn, 100 E. Fort.
Idaho Whitewater Asoclallon: Organl·
zatlonal meeting with film, slides,
Inlo about North & South Forks 01
Payette and whitewater use throughout
Idaho, 8 pm, Bootworks, 515 Main.
Free.
Friday Oct.26
Ralph Nedor: ASB guest lecture, 8 pm
Gym. Organizational meeting lor Idaho
Student Public tnterest Research Group
(ISPIRG) alterward. .
Flootwood Mac: In Concert, Pocatello,
ISU Mlnldome, 8 prn, -Tlckets
at Budget'Tapes & Records.
The ,Elleet 01 Gamma Rays on
Man·ln-the-Moon Marigolds: Idaho
Public Theater, 8:15 prn, YWCA
720, Washington. 344-2434 lor
reservations.
Murder on the Nile: Bblse Lillie
Theatre, 8:15pm, 100 E. Fort
Volleyball: at Nampa
Field hockey: at.Ashland
Dedlcallon 01 EdUcallon Bldg: 3:30 prn,
E 112. Reception & open house to
lollow.
Saturday Oct. 27'
Football: vs, Weber, 1:30 prn at
Ogden
Men's Cl'OSllCOuntry: here.
. Volleyball: at Nampa
Flold hockey: at Ashland
Bo-/dapox 1979: Stamp show and
bourse, 10 am-a prn, SUB Big 4
Room. 'Door prizes.
Wlnewood: In concert, SUB Ballroom,
8 pm. ..
Gl'IIduate Menagoment AdmIssion TOSl
The Ellecl 01 Gamma Roys on
Man-ln-the-Moon Marlgolds:ldaho
Public Theater, 8:15 pm, YWCA
720 Washington, 344-2434.
Murder on tho Nllo: Last night, Boise
Lillie Theatre, 8:14 pm, 100 E. Fort,
342-51~_.
Ethnic Bread Bake-ln:YWCA Salurday
Workshop, ,10 am - 211m,
720 Washington, 343-3688
Body Wisdom Workshop: The Open
Path, 703 N. 18th, 9:30-11:30 am,
BSU E 216, 342-0208
Boise Special Olympics: coaches
workshop & general orlentallon, 10
am,BSU auxiliary gym. 345-9929 lor
more lnfcrmatlon. -
Dedos'ko-den: Reel Movie, 7 & 9:30
pm, lOA Hall, 2 blks east 01 Holiday
Inn on Sunrise Rim
Lion & Goatle Un-MOVies: "Halloween
Special," Idaho Public Theater
production, 11 am FalrVu Cinema.
343-7560, 344-2434.
Sunday Oct. 28
Turn back your clocks: 12 pm lasts an
hour tonight.
BSU symphony orchestra concert: 8:15
om. Music Auditorium
ASB Pillow Flick: The Senllnel, SUB
Ballroom, 8 pm
Bo·ldapex ,1979: Stamp show &
'bourBei-l0 am - 5 pm, SUB Blg-4
Room
DedC3'da-den: Reel Movie, 7 pm, lOA'
Hall, 2 blks east 01 Holiday Inn on
Sunrise Rim
Awareness Through Art: The Open
Path, 703 N. 18th, 9:30-11:30 am,
342-0208
Monday Oct. 29
4:30-6:30 pm.
PEA~UTS® by Ch'arles M. Schulz
!-lOW DID ~OU 00
ON THE TE5T, SIR?
Flicks
Foreign
"Dodes' do-den,"
director Akira Kurosawa's
first color film, shows
Saturday and Sunday as a
presentation of Reel
Movies. The title attempts
to reproduce the sound of
a trolley cor. Admission is
$2; popcorn $.25.
See the weekly
calendar onthis page for
time and place.
OH WHALE OH WHALE
HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE?
All rIght, so our comment about lho
raIn smelling nlce'bat week brought on
the IIIOnSO(lfll. 'Con we holp It /I we
have metaphysical powors beyond our
own comprehension.
Alas, alock, methlnks our woother
quostlon last week was 'overly trying-
but W1Ithought wo'd lay oil tho lnanoly
oasy stull and maka you work lor a
change. WE thought you were
CAPABLE. But NO you're Just TOO
lAZY to mako a SIMPLE TWO·,
minute phone call to the weather placa, .
aren't you? Only ONE GUY came
through: the lone enterprising Rudy
Welsshaupt gavo us Boise's everage
annual ralnlall, 11.4"lncl1os. Severol
wild gu83Ses were sUbmltod, howevor,
tho two clesest.belr.g "Or~ngo Crush"
and "Son Bornadlno."
Tho othor day we saw this dog
trotting along, and his tall dragged
behind him throe sldawa,lk squares. A
whale 01 a tall, thot.
/IYOU waht two FREE tlckots to this
week's ASB pillow IIIck, The Sentinel,
answer this: whatl:ar chau/lerod Relph
Nader Into the public eyo In the oorly
60s when ho declared It "ulIS8le at any
speod?" Tell Ann or Lisa at tho
Arbiter, 2nd floor SUB Owyhee Room,
by Frldily noon; Ilrst five win.
See you In Armadillo Heaven.
Notionally famous consumer advocate Rolph Nader speaks
this Friday, October 26 at B pm in the BSUGym. Ticl~etsare $1
for students, $3 general public. Be sure to get yours in time for
thiSASBGuest Speal~er.
Lost (; /Found
LOST AND FOU~D
Did you loss something last year?
The "Lost & Found Box" has held the
lollowlng Items all summer lor you.
, Come clalm your long loat possessions
at the SUB Inlo Conter SOON:
Phone /I 385-1448LOST
-Activity cards: Andrew C. Noack,
11m Jockoon, SI-.llI'IK. Hamnond, end
Kothe McCurry. MoaJ tlcllat: Anne
Ransley. Brown wallet - Bill Campbell
Prawn plgsliJn wallet,wlth gold trim,
QUettz BqUllf&fali watch wlth dey &
date, Koycho/ns: Large round leather
, pIece, T-Ghlrt-Foxy llIdy, lIIld Libra.
Pontax K 1000 In black C8IlEI, Brown
leather PUl'llllwlth PQ::ket In aide, Sliver
. pen-1'Ilriler' 45 Flight, Lady'. Gold
IDome Rlng-8ruehed FIor'entlne, lIIld
; Bolea HIgh SChool clUJ rlng wlth a rod
6IOlle.
Small bluo purao, Man's brown
wlndbree!<ar, Bluo baclq)IlCk wlth palr
of preea1~:on gl_ & Contcmpqr8l')'
'BuaJneea book, and 1110 Prl=tIca of
',~.~.,' '
FOUND
ID's: Ronnie E. GaInes, laurie L, Hall,
Everett Sam, end Lisa Reiner_
Checkbooks: Bruce Latimer, Ellis, 10;
and Robert Boa!rlght, 535 S. BelIch,
Bolsa, 05.
Combs, Keys, EyeglllllSSS, SunglllllSSS,
Hair ornamenta earrlnga and eyeglass
PABI TIME JOB .
Good pay, flexible hours, training and
real qxperlence In the bimlness world.
/I you qualify, class crodlt Is possible. -
Cali Hank, North Western Mutual L1le,
3n-0210.
uVERSEAS JOBS
Summer/year around:' Europe. S.
America, Australle, Asia, etc. All
fields, $500-$1200- monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free Inlormatlon.
• Write: IJC Box 52-57;Carona Del Mar,
t•• ~_~."~' •• ~--;_.---.-;-;- •. ~ ._ ••• .; ;-;-;-. .......
,EASX!=XTRA INQ9ME
$500/$1000 Stulling envelopes - Guar-
enteed. Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: Dexter enterprises, 3039
,Shrine Pl.,tos Angeles, CA 90007
SPEECH AND DEBATE JUDGES'
. NEEDED
BSU and locoJ high schools will hire
ecmPe\ent or trainable Jul;lges for
ape3Ch and deb~e tournaments. For
more Inlormatlon, call Dr. M:;~rkle
,~ ................................ : .
ME~IIWOMENI.JOBSI
Crulseshlpsl SoIling expedltlonsl No
experience. Good payl Europel So.
Pacific, Bahamas, World I Send $4.95
lor Applleatlonllnfo/Jobs to CrulS&-
world 6, Box 60129, Sacramento, CA.
95860.
For 5010'
72 Collco 62,000 actual miles, blld
engine, assume payments. Call
466-6875 alter 6 or Monday.385-1484·. , .
71 Dodge Colt, good condition, 4 speed.
Great gas mileage. Call ~75 elter
6pm or 385-1484 on Monda~.
J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Classic '59' Cougar XR7. V'll; 351'. One
owner, New Paint, Vlnvl Too. Interior
nice, runs Excellont. Excellent
condition. $2300.00 336-1233 or
345-5173.
Dodge Van 1967, Slant 6, Standard long
bed, H.D. Suspension, engine and
transmission In good shape. 6 mount"';
tires. $600. Must Soll-Good Deal, Call '
343-4018................................ ~ ~ ~..:..~- .
35mm i'ucket Camera and Direct Drive
TurntlOle. Ploaso call 345-5368 or
377-1924 alter 5:00 p.m........................... ~ ~ .
1979 Soata B&W TY 12". Contact
Bobbs Olean 385-1601.
cases.
Watches, hair combs, coin purses,
"Happy Birthday card," white beach
hat, CalCUlator adaptor, protracior,
camera, 3f1d black lunch box.
Baby bottle, Billfold-Everett sam,
Glove, roll 01 blank white sheats 01 '
paper, spiral notebook, looseleal note-
book. music rolder, and textbooks.
10 FInl1 card- Sandy Armstrong
Activity card- 'Marjorle Sutton
Yellow- zippered sweatshirt,' maroon
nylon Jacket, light blue mulller, nevy
blue wlndbraaker; navy blue sweater,
"Boise River Drinking Team" baseball
cap, gray Zippered sweatshirt, beige
,sweater, navy blue parka, gloves and
mill ens, ski cap
Misc.
How I Became the Owner 01 Real Estate
Worth $1,250,000 at the Age 01 21.
Price $1.00. American Lands Un-
limited, Box 1383, Boise, Id. 63701............................................ ~ .
Unite:! Airlines discount coupon; one
only, $45.00 cash. 362-5465.........................................~
Roommate Wanted
To share two bedroOm house near
Overland end Roosevelt. Has Washer
Dryer, Dishwasher, AreplllCO. $150 par
month plus hall utllllles call 345-0502
(Alter 5:30 wooI\lftlya anYtime woeIt·
ends) , .
Boise's Best
Rental Value
1 and 2 bedroom apar1ments.
Spacious, newly remodeled, most
utllllles InclUding heat PAIDI Lau~dry
lacllltles, parking, appliances. From
$208-$232. Contral Park 344-4242.
ARCHAEOLOGY - IS IT PROVING'
MORMONISM TRUE? Call 376-5885,
24 hours dally. P.O. Box 3356, Boise
63703.........................................
How I Became the Owner 01 Real Eatele
Worth $1,250,000 at the Age 01 21.
Prlce$1.oo. American Lands Unlimited
Box 1383, Bolsa, Id. 63701.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES I
Send $1.00 lor your 306-page ~alog 01
collegiate research. 10,250 topics
listed. Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
Calilornla, 90025. (213) 4n-8826.. . '.....••..•.....•....• ~.• 0-. '••....•. 0·0 •• " ••
Female roommate wanted to 8h1llll en
8par1ment with, Preler non-smoker or' ,
drinker. II Interested call Donnie at
487-9362 or 486-9255 ext. 247 alter 3:00 '
............................ ' .
Paying $10 Men's, $5 Women's for
clOll$ rings. Any condillon. WIll,
arrange plck-up. Phone toll.lree
1~2248 anYtI"le.
-"nd:GI FTSfrom
lFiE K 0
I1ItJ .Ise State Universily
• I
on sale'n w
Books by
William Glasser,' M.D.
OK
I I'
I Pub. At Our Price
. 'W/ll/AM GLASSER, M.D.
Reality Therapy ~
Schools Without Failure ~
The Identity Society .2;5tr"
Positive Addiction .9<95""
1.56
1.80
2.00
7.46
by William Glasser.M.D
I'
I
(){),{'. Nt<I!J'J IJ.~r, fl}i Ph...
fut-fw· f,,,1I fp'.'.•!'."..h'.
T t s
T-Shirts $4.98
Planters $4.35-10.95
~'.~.E.(i a;
!:¥ill f!@i~e State tUJnhfef$~ .
Jerseys $5.75 Adult .
$4.25 Children
Airplane Planters' $3.85
Raggedy Ann· or Andy
Planters $4.35
e
I;
\ .
Sweatshirts $11.95'
Football Planters $4.65
Mini- Footballs $1.00
. .
it -'H_"~-~".".,.,-~---::,,,~."Ltztsr--Ii .••.zJ
